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Over the summer of 2020, I had the opportunity of interviewing one of the founding members of

the Somali American Community Association (SACA) in Silver Spring, Maryland. He shared

much about his experience starting such an organization, but also shared his experience as a

migrant to the United States himself. Although our conversation was conducted virtually, I

observed the manner in which he nostalgically shared the stories of his first few years in Muncie,

Indiana, during the late 1970s, as a student navigating a completely different environment to

what he knew from home in Somalia. Forty years later, he explains to me that he still struggles

with the loss of cultural sense:

“I think it is still that loss of cultural sense. The longing for back home, you know… it even gets
worse as you get older. As they say, you know, your life is where you are born and grown up the
first ten years…[pauses] My kids might fit well… mentally in my head, I'm still a stranger here
[laughs].

I'm.. I’m in fact, in my dream, I dream of my hometown, my old classmates in elementary, middle
school, high school. Even my kids tell me, you know, we see you more laughing when you're
speaking in Somali with your friends calling from back home. I said, yeah, this is… I can giggle
now! I feel like I'm a teenager, you know, with some friends back home.

So it is that cultural belonging, when you're born here it’s uh... different. But when you come
here... like I was… at the age of 24. A big part of you is still connected to back home, and you
will not fit in here, you know, mentally and psychologically. You're still in transit, you know,
you're a migrant. You're passing, you're longing to go. [mockingly] “I'm going to go back home.
I'm gonna retire there, I'll take the family back there.” But then that never happens.”

I listened attentively, writing and underlining the phrase “in transit” in my notes. I began to

question how this feeling of cultural longing and being “in transit” could be present when, in

fact, the process of migration and naturalization in a new country has been completed. My

interview subject was clearly no longer “in transit”, at least not in a legal or physical sense.

Shouldn’t acquiring citizenship produce a strong sense of belonging to one’s new home?

Particularly after settling down, establishing a career, and raising a family there? Do these strong

ties to one’s homeland make it harder to forge strong bonds of belonging in one’s adopted home?

Or perhaps there is no tradeoff at all? Do all migrants experience this belonging tug of war, or
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perhaps there is something unique about the experience of the East African community I

interviewed?

I. Framing the Conversation

The significance of these questions stems from the fact that they straddle two noteworthy gaps in

the literature. Firstly, the scholarly conversation about an immigrant’s sense of belonging is

almost always couched within the broader research agenda around immigrant integration, but

rarely studied independently. For example, some studies of immigrant belonging find that

migrants will often naturalize and obtain citizenship in their host nations, however, they may still

express feelings of “foreignness” in these nations (Lindsay, 2013, pg. 748). And vice versa, in

some cases, migrants might not be integrated in the traditional sense into the host nation, but

regardless, feel as though they belong (Simonsen, 2017; Maxwell, 2012). What the traditional

studies have in common, however, is that they treat “belonging” as one metric of immigrant

integration. The scholarly conversation surrounding the topic of immigrant integration similarly

places heavy emphasis on the significance of citizenship as the final step in the migrant’s journey

to obtain full political, economic and social rights and responsibilities. In other words,

citizenship is often viewed as an indicator of full and successful integration, and thus belonging.

However, the designation of “citizen”, while an important legal milestone in becoming a member

of society, cannot reveal much about the migrant’s own perception of their

belonging/membership in that society. That was certainly the case for my Somali interview

subject. Surely, conceptualizing immigrant integration must look beyond measures of political

participation, socioeconomic status, employment rates, or citizenship status. While integration is

multi-dimensional, this study will primarily assess belonging and citizenship as disaggregated

variables of integration and explore the relationship between the two.
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Secondly, the specific migrant community at the center of my research – East Africans in

the United States – is a largely understudied demographic in the massive literature on

immigration and integration in the United States. There are even fewer studies that focus on the

more narrow topic of belonging within the East African community. Yet, this migrant

demographic is growing both in number and in importance within the larger landscape of

American minority integration, and therefore, deserving of careful study. According to the

American Immigration Council (2012), the states with the greatest number of African-born

migrants are New York, Maryland, Virginia, California, and Texas (American Immigration

Council, 2012). The first wave of Africans immigrants started arriving in major cities, like the

Washington metropolitan area, during the late 1950s and early 1960s (Population Reference

Bureau, 2008; Chacko, 2003a). By the early 1980s, the first wave of immigrants expanded with

the inclusion of diversity visa holders, refugees, and a growing number of immigrants from

sub-Saharan Africa (Population Reference Bureau, 2008). Following the establishment of the

Diversity Immigrant Visa program (i.e. the green card lottery) after the Immigration Act of 1990,

migrants from regions with previously limited immigration to the United States were now able to

receive legal permanent residence and ultimately citizenship. Today, there are roughly 2.1

million African immigrants in the United States, with East Africans making up 730,000 of those

immigrants (Echeverria-Estrada and Batalova, 2019).

Within the larger African demographic, the case of East Africans in the United States also

represents a unique sub-community in a few key respects. First, those of African origins have

long grappled with the complicated notions of “blackness” that are stereotyped and tied to the

historical legacies of African-Americans, slavery, and race relations in American domestic

politics. We have recently seen the rise of prominent first and second-generation East Africans
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like Barack Obama and Ilhan Omar, making these figures particularly meaningful models for the

larger community and discussions about race and belonging in the US. Secondly, East Africans

are much less economically integrated compared to other migrant groups, like West Africans in

the United States (Waters, 2017), making their story of belonging within the context of wider

integration particularly illuminating. Therefore, the migrant groups that I have identified to be

the focus of this study are all East African, specifically the Ethiopian, Somali and Sudanese first

and second-generation migrant communities residing in Washington D.C. and the greater DMV

area. In a nutshell, using novel first-hand interview data on East African belonging in the United

States, my research project aims to explore the relationship between these aforementioned

dimensions of immigrant integration - citizenship and belonging - in communities that have been

largely absent from the literature.

Therefore the following analysis seeks to answer two interrelated research questions:

How are citizenship and sense of belonging linked for naturalized East African migrants in

the United States?

Why (and to what extent) does naturalized citizenship coexist with transnational forms of

belonging for East African migrants in the United States?

Essentially, the crux of my research question is to examine the extent to which citizenship

and belonging are linked to East African migrants. In this thesis, I argue that citizenship and

belonging are linked, however, an intermediary variable between this relationship is a subjective

transitory form of belonging that migrants may experience. For East-African migrants, the data

collected for this study will show that this is a shared experience across the different groups I am

studying. The data I have collected has shown that East Africans are connected as a community
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and therefore this is a shared experience, felt at a community level. While many of them can be

considered integrated, in the traditional sense, I argue that there is clear indication that the

relationship between citizenship and belonging is not linear.

Defining Key Terms

Before elaborating on the larger scholarly and empirical context of this project, there are

a number of key terms used throughout this research that require further definition and

elaboration.

Within the literature on integration and belonging, the notion of a “citizenship regime” is

widely used as a starting point for any discussion about how receiving societies usually receive

newcomers. Very generally, a citizenship regime can be defined as an “institutionalized system

of formal and informal norms that define access to membership, as well as rights and duties

associated with membership, within a polity” (Vink, 2017, pg. 221). The citizenship regime of

the United States, which is at the center of this research, has a quintessentially jus soli, or

birthright system. This political-territorial conception of citizenship grants access to membership

in the state via two primary pathways: being born in the United States or other U.S. territories

(regardless of parentage), or if abroad, having a parent who is a citizen at the time of birth. In

addition to birthright citizenship, the United States also grants citizenship via the process of

naturalization, whereby residents meeting certain residential requirements and passing a

citizenship test can be awarded membership in the state. In the case of this research, many of the

migrants arriving from East Africa came via the lottery visa and have access to a U.S. Green

Card, which provides a pathway to naturalization.
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While the citizenship regime defines the terms of access to formal, legal membership in

the polity for immigrants, it is actually the integration regime that dictates the boundaries of

everyday political, economic, social, or cultural inclusion and/or exclusion. The integration

regime can be defined as the set of policies, norms, and institutions that make up a host country’s

mechanism for incorporating newcomers. The United States has a highly multiculturalist and

universalist integration regime – at least on paper. This means a highly civic-territorial notion of

membership based on adherence to common societal norms (rather than integration based on

ethnic background), while all the while protecting the right of groups to exist and claim rights

(rather than assimilate completely, as is the case in places like France). However, another notable

feature of the U.S. system is that it is comparatively hands-off when it comes to providing

support, policies, programs or incentives for immigrant integration. This “laissez-faire” approach

means that “immigrants are largely expected to use their own resources, family, friendship

networks, and perhaps the assistance of local community organizations to survive and thrive in

the United States. There is no coordinated national integration policy, which also means there is

no official definition of “integration” in the United States” (Bloemraad and De Graauw, 2012, p.

2). The concept of “integration” itself is the subject of wide debate in the field, but for the

purposes of this research, I will take Rahsaan Maxwell’s (2012) definition as a point of general

departure:

In everyday language, integration is a straightforward concept with a dictionary

definition along the lines of “the process of becoming an accepted member of a group or

community.” When this concept is applied to migrants, the appropriate operationalization is far

from straightforward. This is because there are multiple ways of measuring, analyzing, and

conceptualizing the migrant integration process. (Maxwell, 2012, p. 11).
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As demonstrated by this definition, the concept of integration involves a highly complex

and multidimensional array of factors – from the political, economic, social, and cultural

dimensions of a migrant’s daily life. To further complicate the notion of integration, Maxwell

(2012) reminds us that integration processes involve two parties: the host society and the

immigrants themselves. On the one hand, the country’s integration regime determines the nature

of policies, norms, and institutions that exist to facilitate the acculturation of new migrants, and

the extent to which they take a hands-on approach to facilitating that incorporation. For example,

does the state require adoption of the national language, and if so, does the state provide classes

and support for newcomers to do so? In the case of the U.S., they require the former, but do not

provide the latter. On the other hand, the immigrants themselves play a role in their own

integration trajectory, and often develop strategies to help smooth the path to integration. This

might happen at the individual level, or more likely at the collective level whereby migrants

utilize pre-existing networks or ethnic, nationality, or religious groups and community

organizations to ease the transition. Ultimately, how these two parties interact determines the

final outcome of a migrant’s integration into its host nation, whether that be in terms of

socio-economic outcomes (i.e. employment or educational attainment), political participation

(i.e. voting), or social integration (i.e. contact with ‘native’ populations, adoption of host

language).

So where does the notion of ‘belonging’ fit into this picture? Understanding a migrant’s

sense of belonging is quite a complicated concept, as it may differ from person to person

(Simonsen, 2017). Generally, it refers to individuals feeling that they are an integral part of a

whole and that there is a degree of positive identification with this whole. This ‘whole’ can refer

to a specific community, a group, or location like the nation-state. Much of the scholarship on
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belonging in the context of immigration has described the phenomenon of belonging as one’s

conscious connection and identification with the nation, attaching it specifically to the

phenomenon of social integration (Jones and Krzyżanowski, 2008; Simonsen 2017). Relatedly,

Yuval-Davis (2011) explains that people belong in a plethora of different ways and to a variety of

objects of attachment. She explains that regardless of the ways in which people might experience

belonging - be it abstract, contested, or concrete - it is always a dynamic process and usually

multi-layered (Yuval Davis, 2011, p. 5). Belonging holds different values to different people, and

evokes a range of different emotions or perceptions which can be influenced depending on the

situation. Ultimately, Yuval-Davis (2011) explains that there are three analytical facets to

consider in the construction of belonging: social locations, identifications and emotional

attachments to groupings and communities, and ethical and political value systems to judge

individuals and others’ belongings (Yuval-Davis, 2011, p. 5). Belonging is not just limited to the

creation of individual or collective identities and connections, but is also dependent on the

significance of these attachments to the individual or group, as well as the attitude it is met with

(Yuval-Davis, 2011). This thesis will adopt a similar definition for belonging to the one

presented by Yuval-Davis, which studies belonging as a dynamic process. This definition also

aids in assessing the different levels of belonging for East Africans, who experience this relative

to the United States, but also to the transnational community, and the home country.

Thus, in an attempt to answer the core research questions articulated above, this thesis

aims not only to discern the factors that determine sense of belonging amongst the East African

community in the United States, but also to problematize the very meaning of belonging within

this migrant demographic.
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Literature Review
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To understand how immigrant communities forge a sense of belonging within the context of their

host countries, there are three primary bodies of literature upon which this thesis will draw:

immigrant belonging as a product of state policy and citizenship regimes; belonging as a product

of migrant-specific characteristics; and belonging within the context of transnationalism.

A. The Significance of Citizenship to Belonging: State-Centric and Policy

Determinants

Probably the most significant and widespread discussion of belonging occurs within the context

of the citizenship and integration regime literature. Specifically, these works explore the extent to

which citizenship policies and other formal state institutions and integration practices facilitate

an immigrant’s attachment and belonging to the host nation. The central question driving this

body of research, much like my own research project, is whether the acquisition of citizenship is

linked to a sense of nation-state belonging. Their conclusions, however, tend to vary quite

drastically. Some bodies of literature note that obtaining citizenship marks one’ full

membership, and is, therefore, the ultimate indicator of belonging. On the contrary, other

literatures have argued that citizenship itself does not guarantee an immigrant will develop a

strong sense of belonging to the host society at all. While it is clear that top-down policies of the

state shape the context of reception for new immigrants and their pathway to integration and

citizenship acquisition, it is not clear exactly how belonging fits in this picture. The disagreement

amongst scholars on this question represents a serious gap in our knowledge about how an

immigrant’s sense of belonging evolves. It is this gap that my research on naturalized East

Africans in the U.S. hopes to fill.

Traditional literature on citizenship in a western context has long made the assumption

that acquiring citizenship is the last stop on an immigrant’s journey towards political, economic,
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and social incorporation into the host state. Developing a sense of belonging to the nation-state

was, therefore, an extension of an immigrant’s legal membership in that state. Where citizenship

is attainable, an immigrant will feel a sense of belonging to their adopted nation; where

citizenship is unattainable, belonging will be minimal.

Early scholars often likened the notion of “belonging” to the process of assimilation

(Brubaker, 2001). By assimilation, this scholarship is referring to two meanings: in the abstract

sense, assimilation is the process of becoming similar, but in the specific sense, assimilation is

complete absorption into the host country’s culture, traditions and social fabric. Belonging,

therefore, would be understood as being fully assimilated according to the standards of the host

country. One could only “belong” to the extent it was possible to fully assimilate. Slowly, as an

increase in liberalized naturalization policies and multicultural shifts in integration regimes, our

understanding of assimilation has become much more nuanced. Brubaker (2001) notes that we

have shifted our thinking on assimilation away from homogenous units to heterogeneous units

within a state, where assimilation is measured not at the individual-level but across a

multi-generational population (Brubaker, 2001). As a result, full assimilation is no longer

required as a prerequisite for citizenship across North America and Western Europe (Brubaker,

2001; Joppke, 1999; Hollifield, 2000). Despite these subtle shifts, the dominant thread of this

literature maintains that the acquisition of citizenship indicates full membership in, and thus

belonging to the state. While citizenship undoubtedly delineates the boundaries within which

immigrant belonging is forged, later scholarship reveals that the relationship is anything but

linear. Acquiring citizenship does not guarantee a sense of belonging, nor does failure to acquire

citizenship necessarily preclude belonging. The linkage is complicated and subject to a myriad of

intervening processes, variables, and experiences.
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Recognizing the complexity of the link between citizenship acquisition and belonging

first requires expanding the conception of citizenship beyond its mere legal designation

(Beaman, 2016). According to Beaman (2016), citizenship is not just a marker of one’s legal

status, but also imposes a range of cultural expectations on new immigrants that ultimately shape

possibilities for inclusion and exclusion in a much broader sense. In this framework, Beaman

(2016) explains that full citizenship is inherently cultural, and determining who is worthy of

acquiring citizenship is based on a society’s assumptions about race, ethnicity, and culture

(Beaman, 2016, p. 852). Without considering the cultural baggage inherent in the notion of

citizenship itself, the link between citizenship, societal inclusion, and belonging cannot be

understood. Ultimately, she claims that legal citizenship is insufficient for fostering inclusion and

belonging; citizenship does not guarantee belonging. Bloemraad (2000) also expands our

understanding of citizenship by identifying four dimensions: legal status, rights, identity, and

participation in the socio-political community. This disaggregation highlights two important

ways in which a linear link between citizenship and belonging is faulty. Bloemraad argues,

firstly, that it is wrong to conflate the idea of a “citizen” with that of a “national”. If we do, then

immigrants naturally challenge conventional ideas surrounding citizenship and we will always

misidentify the nature of belonging. Secondly, Bloemraad’s treatment of participation as an

independent component of citizenship allows us to consider an immigrant’s participation in the

global economy and transnational spaces as a feature of (not an exception to) the manifestation

of citizenship.

Another factor that affects the link between citizenship and belonging is arguably the

nature of the citizenship regime itself. In short, not all citizenship regimes are created equal. In

one of the most comprehensive studies of citizenship and belonging across fourteen different
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Western democracies, including the United States, Simonsen (2017) finds that immigrants

express “subjective experiences” (Simonsen, 2017, p. 15) and that citizenship does influence

their feelings of belonging to some degree. However, she outlines that in regions where host

populations hold citizenship at a greater significance for a “mark of national membership”

(Simonsen, 2017, p. 5), immigrants are more likely to express feelings of belonging, especially

after naturalizing. The contrary applies to regions where citizenship is deemed less important by

the host population, and therefore, immigrants are more likely to make the distinction between

citizenship and belonging. This induces a vulnerability of not experiencing feelings of belonging

because despite their citizen status, these migrants cannot hold citizenship a significant

indication of belonging to their host nation. Bloemraad (2012) also studies the relationship

between birthright citizenship and a sense of belonging in the context of the American

citizenship regime. Although US citizenship is described as an egalitarian class-blind and

race-blind, civic and political affiliation uninfluenced by ascriptive traits, many of her

interviewees claim to tie “Americanness” with privilege and racial majority status (Bloemraad,

2012). She argues that citizenship is not sufficient to avoid feelings of being an outsider, similar

to Simonsen (2017). Simonsen arrives at the outcome that “the more demanding the citizenship

regime, the greater the positive association between citizenship and feelings of host national

belonging” (Simonsen, 2017, pg. 5). Based on Simonsen’s (2017) analysis, the case of the United

States, and its more open citizenship regime in comparison to others, questions whether

citizenship will have less of an influence on belonging. However, her study and findings are not

specific to East African migrants, thus, this thesis will aim towards filling this gap.

In order to understand how citizenship itself matters for belonging, it is also necessary to

examine perceptions of what citizenship is, beyond just measuring it in relationship with
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belonging. Maxwell (2010) extensively analyzes political trust and satisfaction as a measure of

belonging in twenty-four European countries to engage the conversation concerned with

migration integration across generations. He conducts this study by presenting the notion that

integration factors and their significance is relative to the different stages of migration. He

explains that first-generation migrants have the most positive attitudes, and that those who have

undergone a troublesome transition to their host country will have lower expectations and

provide more positive evaluations (Maxwell, 2010). On the other hand, second-generation

individuals who have only grown up in the host country will be more inclined to share their

sentiments towards its political institutions. This distinction is important to consider in the cases

this thesis aims to examine, as it will help assess whether these attitudes are shared across the

different generations of East African migrants, or whether there are alternative factors that are

specific to this group. Maxwell also writes in the context of European countries, and as outlined

earlier, the political climate in the United States has also shifted to become more cognizant of

immigration. Chacon et. al (2018) present the manners in which immigrant communities in the

United States have reshaped their collective conceptions and understandings of the implications

of citizenship. They argue that increased restrictions on immigration policy have led to a degree

of skepticism in the way they perceive the political process, and its implications. Additionally,

they find that while most immigrants recognize the social and practical benefits of citizenship,

they also recognize its limits and do not perceive equal treatment as a result (Chacon et. al,

2018). Therefore, this poses another issue that this thesis must consider which is how East

Africans have responded to these elevated restrictions. Particularly with the case of Sudanese

migrants, one could imagine that Executive Order 13769 imposed by President Donald Trump

which was a travel ban on migrants arriving from Muslim countries, including Sudan, has also
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altered their attitudes and political trust towards the American government.

In order to understand the relationship between citizenship and belonging, it is imperative

to draw out the intermediate variables which may influence this relationship. This is issues such

as integration politics and regime models, allowances for transnationalism, context-specific cases

to the groups this thesis studies. A major component of this analysis is situating the relationship

between citizenship and belonging within the American context. The American integration

regime and process of acquiring citizenship may also influence the ways in which migrants

identify with their ethnic background, while also being American. Alba and Foner (2015)

describe it as “sometimes characterized as de facto multiculturalist” (Alba and Foner, 2015, p. 9)

due to its nature of lacking policies which directly promote different manifestations of cultural

origins, like language tolerance.

One intermediate variable to consider is what Maxwell (2012) denotes as perceived

discrimination in his study of Caribbean and South Asian migrants’ national identification in

Britain. His findings show that while Caribbeans are more culturally, socially and economically

integrated in Britain than South Asians, they are less likely to present high levels of British

identification. In fact, in the South Asian group, this is more apparent. Maxwell suggests that this

is due to higher expectations of discrimination felt by Caribbeans, which leads to lower levels of

British identification. In doing so, he outlines an apparent shift from the conversation on the

migrant’s incorporation progress, to the host nation’s discrimination. The notion of perceived

discrimination that Maxwell introduces is a very compelling concept, and the mechanism can

indisputably be applied in this thesis, particularly with given the racial background of the cases

to be studied. Host nation discrimination, both on a governmental and societal level has not been

thoroughly assessed in the literature linking citizenship and belonging. Oboler (2007) also
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presents racial profiling and the role it plays in immigrants’, and more specifically Latino

immigrants’, feelings of belonging. She argues that racial profiling has become a more

acceptable norm, and in turn, this has led to Latino immigrants shifting towards defining

themselves, as opposed to allowing their legal status, whether it be naturalized or undocumented,

define their identity within the United States. She acknowledges that the sentiments of belonging

are not necessarily present, particularly post 9/11 where identifiable migrant groups like Latinos

and Muslims have become target to feelings of distaste and unwelcomeness from the host

population. This reconfiguration of identity in response to fear and distrust also challenges the

existing conversation surrounding belonging to the host-nation when naturalized, to seeking

other expressions of national belonging through other means like communities, or potentially

back to the home country. Oboler’s (2007) text does lament on this idea, however she does not

delve as deep into this puzzle given that her scope is more considerate of issues of political

distrust relative to citizenship. Therefore, it would be insightful to measure whether or not East

Africans have reconstructed their notions of belonging to relocate from emphasizing citizenship,

to considering other factors and alternative explanations like political distrust or perceived

discrimination.

Much of the scholarship on the American integration regime denotes its open and

accommodating nature to ethnocultural diversity, in comparison to most Western countries

(Kylmicka, 2003; Mollenkopf and Hochschild, 2010). Kylmicka’s (2003) offers a comparison

between British and North American policies and politics of immigration work alongside

citizenship and multiculturalism. Ultimately, he studies the issue of citizenship reform and finds

that North American citizenship policy is less controversial due to a better model of

configuration between immigration policies and multiculturalism. This is due to current
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American policy shifting from older policies that contained racial biases and the rejection of

loyalties to more than one nation (Kymlicka, 2003, p. 200). Mollenkopf and Hochschild (2010)

suggest four distinct features that allow for the rapid immigrant political incorporation in the

United States. These features include the historical state formation which was established on

immigration - although primarily European, this did shape immigration policies and attitudes

towards immigrants. The authors also explain that the United States has a historically significant

period of racial subordination and recent historical efforts to compensate for this has led to an

environment capable of including new immigrant groups. However, Alba and Foner’s (2015) text

challenges this argument in its thorough consideration of racial context in the United States,

explaining that immigrants are met with an internally segregated society (Alba and Foner, 2015).

There are existing contentions in the literature concerning how open and incorporating the

American integration regime is. As this thesis has noted earlier, it is plausible that the historical

trajectories, alongside the current issues surrounding racism in the United States is an incredibly

relevant topic to consider, and I would argue that it is imperative we reconfigure our outlooks on

the American integration regime in light of this.

A major component of my analysis will be assessing the way in which the integration

regime in the United States permits immigrants to identify with their ethnic origins while also

being American, a key feature of multiculturalism. This also includes the assessment of the

limitations that integration regimes impose. Bloemraad and De Graauw (2012) draw on the issue

of the lack of coordinated national integration policy in the United States and argue that in

retrospect, there is not an actual definition for social integration. By studying U.S. census data

parallel to the academic debate engaged with how such integration is identified, they state that

patterns of successful integration occur despite the laissez-faire attitude, rather than because of it.
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They also hypothesize that if more coordinated policy actions were taken across all levels of

government, more successful integration can be reached. I would agree and argue that the

disjointed nature of national integration policy in the United States, cannot be used as a frame of

measurement of social integration. Instead, migrant groups' incorporation into the public sphere

and mainstream society should be subjectively studied, which is what this thesis aims to do.

It is also imperative to consider the ways in which the American integration regime

incorporates not only the first-generation, but also second-generation migrants. Alba (2010)

comparatively studies second-generation migrants’ levels of assimilation and exclusion in three

different cases: North Africans in France, Turks in Germany, and Mexicans in the United States.

Through these different cases, he constructs his main argument by explaining that the boundaries

between second-generation migrants from an immigrant minority achieving parity of life chances

or facing exclusion from society varies. He explains that this is heavily dependent on the exact

nature of the ethnic boundary itself. He describes these as bright versus blurred boundaries,

wherein bright boundaries involve explicit distinctions for individuals to know which side of the

boundary they belong (Alba, 2010, p. 22). On the other hand, blurred boundaries describe those

with more ambiguous positioning, and this is all dependent on the ways that the

minority-majority boundaries have been institutionalized. With the case of the United States, the

acquisition of citizenship for the second-generation is much simpler than the first-generation who

had to naturalize. Kasinitz et. al (2009) parallel this statement by also arguing that in comparison

to their native-born parents, second-generation immigrants are socially and economically better

off. Although the extent to which this comparison is true for each studied group varies, the

overall consensus is that they are performing better across several domains. On the note of

Alba’s discussion of bright and blurred boundaries, he finds that most evident bright boundary is
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race, and he explains that even that is not definitive enough as the evidence is collected based on

racial appearance, as some Mexicans appear as white-passing (Alba, 2010, p. 39). The

mechanism of bright and blurred boundaries can also be tested on the cases this thesis is

considering, especially given Alba’s findings which cannot definitively outline what exactly

these boundaries look like for the second-generation in the United States.

B. Perceptions of Belonging and Group-Specific Characteristics

Shaping identity within the American context, alongside immigrant perceptions of their own

belonging, will vary from group to group. Belonging is a two-way process influenced not only

by the receiving context and policies but also by the migrants themselves. The particular cases

that this thesis will study have their own facets which may influence the ways in which they

perceive their belonging, particularly with the consideration of their racial and ethnic

backgrounds. The following body of scholarship studies the different migrant-specific

characteristics like race, language, religion, the creation of ethnic spaces, migrant attitudes, and

so on in order to understand how these characteristics impact belonging. Some bodies of

literature argue that these characteristics overstate migrants’ abilities to experience belonging

within their host nations, while others describe the nuances of these characteristics to show when

they do create belonging.

A primary consideration that this body of literature makes is related to the relationship

between migrants’ racial and ethnic backgrounds relative to their feelings of belonging in the

host country. Jones-Correa and co-authors (2018) claim and explain that non-whiteness, and even

being a non-Christian, leads to decreased feelings of belonging. Ethnoracial backgrounds and

differences are what determine the level at which they feel they belong within the United States.
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For example, those who migrated from regions in Europe are more likely to feel a greater sense

of belonging, as opposed to those coming from a Hispanic or Black background. The authors

refer to these sentiments as “perceived welcome” (Jones-Correa et. al, 2018, pg. 49). Given that

the East Africans share a Black ethnic background, this argument may hold. As mentioned

earlier, the current political climate in the United States has marginalized Black Americans as a

whole, and I would imagine that this would also impact East Africans' perception of their

belonging, alongside their migrant identities, and grapple with Maxwell’s (2009) notion of

perceived discrimination.

In addition to migrants’ race influencing how they perceive the state to receive them,

there is a body of literature which studies how migrants forge their identities in light of their

ethnic and racial backgrounds. This is relevant to how migrant groups also experience belonging,

as it relates to not only how they navigate the different facets of their identity, but also how they

construct ethnic spaces to uphold their backgrounds as well. Chacko (2003a) offers a discussion

that explores the ethnic and racial identities of first-generation Ethiopian immigrants’ children in

the Washington Metropolitan area. She arrives at the conclusion that race is considered a more

contested method of identification, in comparison to ethnicity and that results in Ethiopian

immigrants adopting subject identities when whichever best fits. Additionally, she finds that

young Ethiopian immigrants exhibit strong conscious ties to their home country, and this is often

further embellished due to the large Ethiopian diasporic community. Chacko (2003b) also writes

an alternative text that categorizes and examines the way in which Ethiopians have maintained

ethnic ethos and have formed ethnic places in the Washington Metropolitan Area. In doing so,

she identifies that ethnic affiliation among Ethiopians in this area has led to the creation of a

sense of unity and examines the roles these different ethnic places play in building ethnic
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communities. Essentially, she arrives at the conclusion that despite the somewhat weak

residential clustering, long-lasting ethnic places have emerged in the area, which I learned from

my data is sometimes referred to as ‘Little Ethiopia’. From this, I have been able to draw the

conclusion that a combination of ethnic enclaves and subjective identification has characterized

Ethiopian immigrants across multiple generations. I predict that the interplays between this

characterization, citizenship and feeling a sense of belonging may also make this characteristic

specific to Ethiopians, and potentially other East African groups. How this impacts belonging

more specifically is what I hope my data will provide answers for.

The integration literature also looks at the discussion of how different integration

regimes, alongside different immigrant groups, engage in group mobilization and construct

ethnic enclaves. This raises a question of whether or not migrants are capable of maintaining

their own identities and ethnic enclaves without creating hindrances to their belonging to the

host-nation. Like Chacko’s (2003a) work showcases, ethnic ethos and the making of ethnic

places aids in the building of ethnic communities, and the creation of a sense of unity amongst

the Ethiopian community in the Washington Metropolitan Area. Chacko (2003a) explains that

although Ethiopians interact with their home culture, there is also an interplay with the

absorption of elements of American culture (Chacko, 2003a, p. 30). My data presents this, but

she attributes this to migrants embracing a segmented version of their origins through the

reinforcement of adopting specific cultural elements such as customs, language, dress, and a

hyphenated identity (Chacko, 2003b, p. 494). Kebede (2018) also explains that the African

diasporic second generation in the United States creates a hybrid identity between their ethnic

background and being Black, and explores this contested identity through the different ways that

second-generation Africans navigate this alongside their racial identity in the United States. She
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attributes this to first-generation parents appreciating their children’s embracing of American

culture, but also instilling respective cultural heritage and language in their upbringing and

households (Kebede, 2018, p. 12). There still remains a gap in the literature in explaining how

this contested identity actually influences this group’s ability to experience belonging. Does a

contested, hybrid identity also translate to a contested form of belonging, or does a relationship

between the two ideas not exist at all? This thesis will predict the former, and will test this

relative to the first- and second-generation of East Africans.

The dimensions which migrant groups and diasporas navigate in order to construct their

identities are arguably multi-layered. Naujoks (2010) also explains that diasporic identities

require clearly defined categories of analysis to understand them in their entirety. In doing so, he

calls for the distinction between ethnic, national, and civic identities. He explains that a member

of an ethnic community in the country of residence relates to the diasporic-ethnic identity, bonds

with the country of origin is diasporic-national identity and political participation in the country

of origin in terms of rights and responsibilities is the diasporic-civic identity. I find this outline

incredibly important to consider when examining the framework of the relationship between the

integration regime and the space for migrants’ abilities to feel a sense of belonging alongside

maintaining their ethnic enclaves. However, as Maxwell (2012) would explain, this form of

social integration of a group will lead to “trade-offs” with the former types of integration. He

explains this by stating that groups that are socially segregated will face obstacles in their

engagement with mainstream society, but will have more abilities to mobilize as a group, which

in turn betters their chances of economic and political integration. This poses the question of

whether or not the formation of ethnic enclaves prevents migrants from experiencing multiple

forms of integration, and most importantly, belonging to the state. Additionally, does finding
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belonging within the ethnic enclave actually prevent belonging to the state because of a trade-off,

or can the two forms of belonging coexist? This is still a gap that needs to be addressed.

An important question that this body of literature assesses, and as discussed earlier is

sometimes alongside the conversation of race, is migrants’ attitudes towards the state, and how

they perceive the state will receive them. This can be influenced by the history of race relations

in a state, but also by the restrictiveness of immigration policy itself. Foner and Simon (2015),

alongside a group of multidisciplinary academics, explain these “widely held anxieties” (Foner

and Simon, 2015, p. 2) that native-born members and Western societies experience play a role in

facilitating the exclusion of immigrant groups. In their comparative analysis of how fears and

anxieties about immigrant populations and their subsequent incorporation into the host nation,

they explain that while the European divide is more pronounced in regards to religion, the divide

in the United States is contingent on legality and race. There are growing anti-immigrant

sentiments, and while Foner and Simon (2015) direct these towards undocumented immigration,

this thesis will also argue that to a certain extent, these sentiments are amplified by blatant racial

differences, even if it is legal immigration. Like Chacon et. al’s (2018) argument, I would also

hypothesize that immigrant communities have shifted their collective conceptions and

implications of citizenship and belonging due to their skepticism towards the increased

restrictions on immigration policy. This also falls in line with Kabuiku (2017) discussion of

Kenyan immigrants’ integration experiences, and how it influences their mental functioning,

where she finds that culture shock, along with issues of discrimination and alienation negatively

impacted Kenyan immigrants’ perspectives and attitudes. Although this thesis is not considering

Kenyans as a distinct case, they do make up a portion of the East Africans in the United States.

Therefore, it is possible to extrapolate that feelings of belonging are contingent on the
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host-nation’s ability to construct perceived welcoming, as well as the host-nation’s society’s

ability to incorporate and accommodate differences like race, ethnicity and language.

In addition to the notion of perceived welcome, it is apparent that the manner in which

integration regimes actively aid in facilitating integration for migrants plays a significant role in

how the same migrants experience belonging. Armila et. al (2018) examine the way in which

Somalis in Finland and the United States engage in social participation, identification and acts of

transnationalism. The book showcases the Somali migrant experience and how Somali migrants

grapple with identity formation and belonging while presenting the ways in which they

participate as citizens both in Somalia and in their host nation. The different cases of Finland and

the United States show great variation due to their distinctions in integration policies and social

structures, which allows the authors to portray the ways in which political and legislative

processes influence migrant populations. Ultimately, their findings show that Somalis as a global

diaspora will inevitably have their fate tied to the changes in the global political climate and the

responses that complement it through the state’s political processes (Armila, et. al, 2018, p. 6).

As argued by other scholars, this is conditional to this group’s status as migrants, ethnicity, race

and religion which makes their position and outcomes uncertain. Understandably, I would predict

that this group’s characterization also impacts the ways in which they view their own belonging

also with uncertainty. Kassa (2017) also presents these issues in her policy report which aims to

investigate and inform advocacy efforts towards African immigrant communities and

organizations, and studies their civic and political engagement. She attributes these issues to low

priority given to African immigrant populations by governments and private funders, as well as

their own political and social challenges in their home countries (Kassa, 2017). If the host

nation’s integration regime is unsuccessful in providing the tools to ease and facilitate migrant
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populations’ integration, migrants have to turn to other means to compensate for the lack of state

assistance. How this influences their ability to experience belonging to the host nation is still

unclear and requires further analysis.

Language is also a significant characteristic that is studied by literatures addressing

migrants’ relationships with belonging to the state. Although, there are contentions concerning

whether or not speaking a different language other than English actually hinders migrants from

experiencing belonging, especially in the United States. Jones-Correa et. al (2018) and Foner and

Simon (2015) explain that those who spoke another language at home, other than English, were

less likely to identify themselves as American at first-hand, and that speaking English is what

immigrants resonate with the most in terms of their belonging. Citrin et. al (2007) offers an

alternative element to the issue of language. They test the hypotheses set forward by Samuel

Huntington who argued that due to the large concentration and number of linguistically

homogeneous Hispanic immigrants, the dominance of the English language as a factor of unity,

along with the dominating American cultural values will erode as a result of this. Citrin and

co-authors (2007) actually present the opposite, where there is no threat to the American identity,

and where Hispanic immigrants have in fact acquired English, and second-generation children of

immigrants begin to lose their Spanish (Citrin et. al, 2007). They also showcase patterns of

patriotism increasing across generations, and the rejection of a purely Hispanic ethnic

identification. Although this is exploring the case of Hispanic immigrants, it is an interesting text

to consider for the migrant groups I am studying to see if they also fall into traditional patterns of

assimilation.

Some bodies of literature also address the issue of religion and how this might influence

migrants belonging in the host country. Foner and Simon (2015) show that this is different in the
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United States and Europe, explaining while the European divide is more pronounced in regards

to religion, the divide in the United States is contingent on legality and race. However, in their

study of Muslim Somalis and Christians from South Sudan, Shandy and Fennelly (2006) offer an

account of the experiences of two East African refugee populations in Faribault, Minnesota.

They highlight their similarities in terms of their hindrances from economic and social

incorporation, but also differences influenced by their religions which leads them to different

integration outcomes. Their conclusions find that Somali and Sudanese perceptions of their

experiences in the United States are essentially similarly affected by their emigration from war

zones however religion acts as a different integrative force for both cases. While Christian South

Sudanese migrants experience great deals of sponsorship by Christian churches, which aids in

their incorporation into local communities, Muslim Somalis struggle in a predominantly

Christian community (Shandy and Fennelly, 2006). Instead, religion imposes a barrier to

acceptance by their host society, as Christian churches are viewed as centers for social and

cultural activities in many American communities. Understanding how religious institutions

accomodate for immigrant incorporation, and how this translates to feelings of belonging still

requires further analysis. When available, do these religious institutions successfully assist

migrant groups in their incorporation into the host society? And if they do, do these migrant

groups experience belonging to these institutions, or to the wider host society? These questions

still remain unanswered and I predict that by viewing belonging from the dynamic lens that this

thesis employs, it is a possibility that migrant groups can experience belonging to both.
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C. The Implications of Transnationalism

In studying the relationship between the integration regime’s influence on East African migrants’

feelings of belonging, it is important to acknowledge this is not a relationship that works in one

direction, but may also be influenced by the implications of transnational engagement on the

migrants’ end. The traditional literature concerned with migrant engagement with

transnationalism has typically indicated that maintaining transnational ties to the home country

has posed an obstacle for migrants to integrate into their host nations and experience belonging

(Glick Schiller et. al, 1995). However, the nuances of this body of literature have been fleshed

out since, and have called for a less short-sighted analysis of the different dynamics at play

concerning both the migrant and the state when transnational migrants are involved. By adopting

such an assimilationist understanding of the intricate layers of how transnational migrants fit into

the integration process, scholarship on the matter has identified the limitations of this

perspective. Although Glick Schiller et. al (1995) do explain that adopting a “transmigrant”

(Glick-Schiller et. al, 1995, p. 48) status may breed hindrances in the ability to integrate, they

initiated a conversation by explaining this may be at the fault of the nation-state. The

nation-building processes, even with the incorporation of documented migrants, do not

encompass the complexity and multiple identities which make up the transmigrant experience.

Therefore, this signals that transnationalism does not remove the migrant’s ability to consciously

feel a sense of belonging from their end, but rather that it is the way that the American

integration regime receives them which does not allow for the inclusion of transmigrants.

The primary observation that the work on transnational migration makes is the

recognition of studying the phenomenon from a multi-layered perspective. Literature like

Naujoks’ (2010) study of creating clearly defined categories of studying diasporic identities
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showcases the different dimensions of transnationalism related to the immigrant identity.

However, Bauböck’s (2003) work provides an examination of the ways in which political

transnationalism should be conceived more widely, considering the variety of approaches in

which it is studied. He also puts forward terminological distinctions for international,

multinational, supranational, and transnational relations (Bauböck, 2003). He finds that migrant

and political transnationalism cannot be narrowed down simply to migrants engaged with the

domestic politics of their home country, but that it also translates into their notions of citizenship,

and collective identities both in their home and host nations. He also considers this issue from a

normative perspective to argue for whether or not political transnationalism accounts for

inclusive democratic standards wherein he suggests that transnational ties can undermine

objection against political participation of those who are unexposed to implications of political

consequences. This is an imperative point to consider, as immigrants’ political consciousness

may also impact their ability to become politically incorporated, both for the good or the bad.

Studying transnational migration also requires that we avoid the limited observations of it

being good or bad. Abdullah (2012) explains this and provides a critique for the current

framework and lenses used in transnational studies by drawing on how the field has neglected

the dynamics between religion and African migration when considering the groups’

transnationality. He provides an account of the way African Muslims engage with transnational

processes through the African Muslim diaspora, transnational Muslim networks, and African

transnational networks. He states that deeming transnationalism as solely good or bad is a

“binary formulation is much too simple” (Abdullah, 2012, p. 443). While some migrants may be

faltered by the forces of transnationalism, ignoring religion for African Muslim migrants also

creates gaps in our understanding of the implications of transnationalism, and that the
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“transnational fields we study are porous” (Abdullah, 2012, p. 443). Boccagni (2012) also aims

to reconfigure the current analysis of transnationalism by building theory for the sociological

understanding of transnational approaches in migration studies. He argues that this sociological

understanding must examine four aspects in particular: the subtextual issues with its definition,

its focal point between its conceptualization and that of traditional migration studies, the

necessity of placing transnational social relations in a migrant’s life course, and the importance

of placing significance in transnationalism as a social attribute and category. I believe that

adopting this sociological approach to studying transnationalism will be relevant for me, as I

consider this a factor in the study of the social phenomenon of belonging. These different

domains of transnational acts and processes are reinforced in Khagram and Levitt’s (2008)

Transnational Studies Reader which inquires into how they inform each other. By outlining five

intellectual foundations of transnational studies, this work fleshes out the nuances of how to

study transnationalism. The foundations are outlined as follows: empirical transnationalism,

which focuses on understanding transnational processes as studying differences between

transnational and bounded processes over time; methodological transnationalism which places

focused attention on interactions between the varying levels of social experiences; theoretical

transnationalism which integrated alternative explanations of transnational accounts;

philosophical transnationalism which is a metaphysical assumption that social spheres and lives

are innately transnational; public transnationalism which abandons the idea that social processes

are bounded and that questions can be reframed in order to understand options for different

questions (Khagram and Levitt, 2008). It is important to apply these reconsiderations in

understanding the frameworks in which we approach the intermediary position that

transnationalism takes up in the relationship between citizenship and the integration regime, and
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belonging.

Scholarship on this phenomenon has also assessed alternative outcomes for the influence

of transnationalism on the sense of belonging, and Coutin (2003) offers a comprehensive study

of this relationship in the United States, in the context of Salvadoran migrants. In light of the

different dimensions needed to study the phenomenon of transnationalism, this study offers an

alternative outcome that differs from the traditional literature. While arguments that migrant

transnationalism may hinder migrants’ sense of belonging exist (Glick-Schiller 1995; Bauböck

2003), Coutin (2003) finds that this was not necessarily applicable to the Salvadoran migrants -

who are heavily transmigrants like East Africans - that she studied through a series of interviews.

This work does not necessarily reflect the sentiments of belonging felt across now-naturalized

migrants, but it does study how transnationalism works alongside other characteristics which

may shape migrant belonging. For example, the significance of immigration policies and their

impact on migrants’ perceptions of themselves as Americans is an important consideration made.

In her examination of Salvadoran immigrants, she claims that because citizenship acquired after

migration holds the same rights given to those who acquire citizenship by birth. Salvadorans

were not made to feel any less American, which was why they continued engaging in their

transnationalism without any impact on how they felt they belonged in the United States.

However, this can be contested by the arguments put forward concerning the restrictive

immigration policies, as this may only be subjective to this group’s specific characteristics.

Therefore, it will be worthy for this thesis to inquire into whether this is applicable for East

Africans in the United States and see whether or not this general idea of transnationalism as a

hindrance or if they reflect the same feelings experienced by the group Coutin studied. Guarnizo,

Portes, and Haller (2003) echo similar sentiments shared by Coutin (2003) in their presentation
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of evidence for immigrant transnational political engagement, and in particular for its scale,

relative intensity, and social determinants. Using data from the Comparative Immigrant

Enterprise Project (CIEP), they find that transnational political engagement is not as extensive as

proposed by previous works and that those involved in cross-border participation are quite a

small number of people. However, they noted fluctuations in this, as they explain that core

transnationals would stay involved in home country politics, but others would become active

during special junctures. Armila et. al’s (2018) study of Somalis also presents the same evidence.

Guarnize and co-authors (2003) also found variations dependent on gender, age, social capital,

and human capital. Furthermore, they also conclude that length of residence in the United States

did not reduce acts of political transnationalism, but rather increased them. Understanding how

all of these different factors interact still requires further study, especially when considering what

this may mean for naturalized migrants.

D. Hypotheses

After drawing from the literature, I have generated four different hypotheses to

complement the three bodies of literature I have examined. The first is pertaining to the

interactions from the state-level, the second and third include the migrant’s side, while also

hypothesizing from the body of work on transnationalism. The fourth hypothesis will also study

the migrant’s side, drawing on the notions of contested and hybrid identities.

Hypothesis I: The United States’ jus soli citizenship regime presents minimal barriers to

legal membership in the state. However, its concomitant laissez-faire integration regime also

provides minimal support for new migrants, thus encouraging ethnic organizations to step in and

compensate for the state’s limited assistance. Where the East African ethnic organizations have
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emerged to ease the migration process, I anticipate community members to forge a strong sense

of belonging to their ethnic community.

Hypothesis II: Strong belonging to transnational communities and ethnic organizations

acts as a pathway to belonging to the state.

Hypothesis III: Strong belonging to transnational communities and ethnic organizations

hinders belonging to the state.

Hypothesis IV: Naturalized East African migrants will experience difficulties in their

abilities to feel a full sense of belonging due to their racial background in the context of the

United States.

a. Adopting a hybrid identity between their ethnic background and their racial

background will create room for a contested identity that hinders their ability to

fully experience belonging.
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Methodology
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Lumping together Ethiopians, Somalis and Sudanese migrants under the umbrella of ‘East

African’ was a methodological consideration made during the research design process of the

study. Although East Africa includes other states like Eritrea, Kenya, Tanzania, Rwanda, South

Sudan and others, I have primarily focused on the Horn of Africa in particular. This region

includes Djibouti, Ethiopia, Eritrea, Somalia, Somaliland and Sudan. Although I neglected

studying migrants coming from other states in the Horn of Africa, this was due to the fact that

the feasibility of conducting this research would have been limited by trying to incorporate

migrants from all of the states, and would have diluted the data. Furthermore, the groups that I

have selected seemed to make up the largest proportions of East African migrants in the

Washington Metropolitan Area1. Throughout the thesis, I will be collectively referring to the

groups as East African, but in the case where there are specific characteristics to one group, I

will refer to them by their respective countries of origin.

My primary mode of methodology in constructing the argument this thesis puts forward

is qualitative research and analysis. I have conducted twenty-six semi-structured, long-form

interviews with naturalized East Africans, both first and second-generation across all three cases

I am examining. Given that the phenomenon of belonging is particularly social in nature,

qualitative interviews have produced more in-depth responses particularly as I have created a list

of questions that would allow interview participants to provide answers which are also

open-ended in nature. This has actually created the space for more follow up questions, as well

as granted me the ability to probe in certain areas as well. While my overall research question

tries to examine whether or not naturalization in East Africans can be linked to their sense of

1Eritreans actually happened to make up a larger proportion than the Sudanese group. However, due to the
fact that their experiences almost mirror those of Ethiopians, I chose to study the Sudanese group instead.
Especially given the fact that there is remotely zero studies on Sudanese migrants in the Washington
Metropolitan Area.
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belonging, I have also created a list of questions similar to an oral history approach, where I

provide participants the ability to speak to me about their full migration experience. This is also

helpful in answering part of my research question, which looks at the ways in which the

phenomenon of belonging is experienced.

Part of my research question also examines which factors in particular influence the

relationship between naturalization and belonging for East African migrants. This is why some

of my questions pertain to specific aspects that I am looking at such as socioeconomic status,

engagement in acts of transnationalism, ties to their culture of origin, the nature of their decision

to migration, the time period since they naturalized, and the language they primarily speak at

home are just a few examples. As I mentioned before, the type of questions I am asking

second-generation migrants and non-naturalized East Africans are slightly different, focusing on

the connection felt to the home country by both groups.

Ultimately, all sets of questions lead to questioning to what extent each group feels as

though they belong. One aspect of my research question also examines the nature of this group’s

transnational identity, and how it corresponds to the different levels of belonging they may

experience across different dimensions. By including questions that are primarily concerned with

the frequency of sending remittances, their returns to their home country, or whether or not they

would ever want to return at all, this subquestion is granted some insight from the sentiments

they shared when answering this question.

I was also able to hold a focus group with eight individuals, while studying abroad in

Washington D.C. during the Spring 2020 semester, who assisted in my ability to begin the

process of preliminary hypothesis testing. They provided me with insight on how to frame my

long-form interviews, and even provided reflections of their own experiences. A few of these
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same individuals participated in an in-depth interview via Zoom. Given the current global health

circumstances, on-site interviews could not reasonably be conducted, which was why

arrangements were made to conduct interviews remotely, where they were also recorded and

transcribed.

During my time in Washington D.C. during the Spring 2020 semester, I was also able to

collect observational data by visiting these communities and interacting with them. I was able to

visit marketplaces, mosques, churches, and restaurants where I was able to make observations of

the manner in which these groups upheld their roots and cultural heritage. I was also able to

attend an event held by Georgetown University’s Eritrean Ethiopian Students Association, which

I discuss in further detail in Chapter 2. These observations only aided in strengthening the

findings that I present in this thesis, as I was able to actually visit the different locations that

interview respondents reflected on.

In addition to interviews with individuals, I have also interviewed community

representatives to speak on behalf of the particular groups I am studying. During my time in

Washington D.C., I had spoken with a community director at the Dar Al-Hijrah Islamic Center,

who is in regular contact with a diverse group of members from the East African community and

regularly fields their concerns about issues related to belonging and membership. Another such

example was an interview I conducted with one of the founders of the Somali American

Community Association in Maryland.

Translating these qualitative interviews and observational data into concrete data

involved transcribing all 26 interviews and organizing quotes based on context of discussion. By

using these context-specific quotes, I was able to integrate discussions of belonging,
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transnational engagement and communities, ethnic organizations, race, contested identity and

other related matters into the thesis discussion structure. I also utilized the observational data to

complement what was shared during the interviews, and include my observations alongside this

discussion.

Given that this project received approval from the Georgetown University’s Institutional

Research Board (IRB), interview subjects anonymity and confidentiality has been maintained

throughout this thesis.
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Chapter 1: Trends and Patterns
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I. Waves of East African Migration

The number of African migrants to the United States began to grow during the 1960s reaching

35,500 and by 2015, roughly 2.1 million Africans2 were living in the United States (Kebede,

2018). The history of East African immigration to the United States more specifically can be

traced back to the same period, as many African nations were gaining their independence from

colonial Europe in the 50s and 60s. Although these newly independent states were in the process

of building political institutions and creating development programs to alleviate poverty and

deprivation, post-colonial Africa still suffered heavily from inequality, political violence, and

civil war. These high levels of economic instability and generalized violence contributed to a

significant increase in African emigration to Europe and North America. This chapter will

provide an overview of the broader trends and patterns in East African migration to the United

States, with a specific focus on those migrating from Ethiopia, Somalia and Sudan.

In the early days of migration to the United States, many migrants coming from East

Africa – and specifically Ethiopia – came from elite backgrounds and were primarily in America

to study. In terms of numbers, during the 1970s, it was reported that approximately 159

Ethiopian and Eritrean refugees settled in the United States (Woldeab, 2019). At the time, the

primary area of settlement for the Ethiopian migrants, namely the elite and students looking for

work, was Washington D.C. and the wider Washington Metropolitan Area. The significant influx

of Ethiopians to the United States only occurred following the passage of the Refugee Act of

1980, when the United States lifted restrictions on the number of citizens from each country who

could immigrate to the U.S.. This Act allowed approximately 120,000 refugees to be admitted

legally to the United States annually, but removed country caps. Similarly, the Diversity Visa

2 Not including unauthorized immigrants.
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Program of the Immigration Act of 1990 also contributed to the continuing flows of East

Africans into the United States. Over 36,000 African refugees were admitted into the U.S. as

permanent residents, after escaping civil war and political violence in their home countries

(Chacko, 2003b). The Diversity Visa program also allowed for employment-based immigration

from underrepresented countries and provided a pathway to U.S. citizenship for many

immigrants, refugees, and asylees, which would then allow them to sponsor their family

members, creating generational chain migration patterns (Chacko, 2003b; Kebede, 2018). The

Migration Policy Institute indicates that by 2018, there were approximately 730,000 East

Africans in the United States, making up the second-largest sending region after West Africa.

Ethiopians were the largest migrant group in this category, with 278,000 immigrants, followed

by Somalis with 103,000. The Pew Research Center reported that in 2015, there were also

44,000 Sudanese immigrants in the United States (Pew Research Center, 2015).

As mentioned earlier, a major component to East African leaving their home countries

was the wave of political unrest taking place in the Horn of Africa, which was referred to as the

“exodus of the middle-class” (Kebede, 2018). The Ethiopian and Eritrean conflict, ongoing

between 1974 to 1991, led to a large wave of immigrants and refugees in the United States. The

resurgence of this tension again in 1998 would ensure a steady flow of Ethiopian and Eritrean

immigrants to the United States. Somalia’s persistent civil war, which started in 1991, also led to

a wave of fleeing immigrants, and by 1994, Somalis replaced the former groups in the number of

resettled African refugees in the United States (Woldeab, 2019). Sudan also witnessed its fair

share of disturbances between 1983 and 2005 as ethnoreligious conflict between Muslims and

Christians mounted, culminating in the independence of South Sudan in 2011. This conflict

resulted in thousands of internally displaced people and thousands fleeing the country during the
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late 1980s (Woldeab, 2019).

The increasing numbers of migrants coming from East Africa mirrored the larger trend

among sub-Saharan African immigrant populations as a whole, with the number of immigrants

growing from 130,000 in 1980, reaching 1,372,000 in 2010, and almost doubling by 2018 with

approximately 2,019,000 sub-Saharan Africans in the United States (American Community

Surveys, 2015; 2018). As of 2018, the top five sending countries were Nigeria, Ethiopia, Ghana,

Kenya, and Somalia, and these groups accounted for 54 percent of all sub-Saharan Africans

settled in the United States (Echeverria-Estrada and Batalova, 2019). Within the region as a

whole, migrants come for a variety of reasons. For example, high-skilled immigrants and

students were more likely to come from Nigeria, Ghana or Kenya, whereas a large contribution

to the increase in numbers of refugees came from Ethiopia, Somalia, and the Democratic

Republic of the Congo (Echeverria-Estrada and Batalova, 2019).

Country of
origin

1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 2010 2019

Ethiopia N/A N/A 7,516 34,805 69,531 173,592 256,032

Somalia N/A N/A 691 2,437 35,760 82,454 114,607

Sudan3 N/A N/A 2,711 4,423 19,790 44,863 51,351

Table 1: Number of East African immigrants per decade | Source: Tabulation of data from U.S.

Census Bureau American Community Surveys

3 U.S. Census Bureau does not make the distinction between Sudan and South Sudan until after 2011,
therefore the number of Sudanese migrants prior to that may include those from South Sudan.
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II. East African Immigrant Demographics

A. Socioeconomic Status and Occupation

The U.S. Census Bureau American Community Surveys provide a detailed population

profile of those who migrated from Ethiopia and Somalia, however for Sudan this is not the case

due to the group having a smaller population and thus, a smaller sample size. This is the first

major limitation I have faced as I am unable to provide comparative data for the Sudanese group,

and must rely on secondary literature and the qualitative data collected to supplement this.

Historically, immigrants from East Africa entered the labor market as low-wage workers in the

service sector, and this is reflected in the patterns of students coming from East Africa during the

1960s to 1970s who took up part-time employment as taxi drivers, night guards, gas station

attendants, maintenance jobs and other service sector work (Woldeab, 2019). Somali and

Sudanese immigrant communities, who settled in large numbers in Minnesota, often found

themselves working in meat and poultry processing plants (Fennelly and Leitner, 2002).

Interestingly, the East African community’s concentration in the service sector has persisted

across newer waves of migrants, largely as vast networks of co-ethnics help facilitate entry into

the workforce for newcomers (Woldeab, 2019). So even after settling in the United States for a

prolonged period of time, many East African migrants are still concentrated in these sectors.

Some may break away from these occupations, and instead open their own businesses like taxi

services, restaurants, or convenience stores. Those who venture off on their own tend to have

higher levels of English proficiency, or have been in the United States for much longer (Woldeab

2019). According to the 2019 American Community Survey, 78.3 percent of the Ethiopian

population 16 years and over, and 71.5 percent of Somalis, were active in the labor force4.

4 Figures for Sudanese immigrants were not found.
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It is important to note that there is difficulty in measuring the success of East Africans’

integration into the American workforce, and looking at employment statistics is probably not

sufficient. Attitudes and policies towards immigrants are not consistent across the United States,

nor are they consistent across workplaces but Woldeab (2019) argues that many of the obstacles

to economic integration of this community stem from state policy itself (Woldeab, 2019). In

particular, the United States’ ardent demand for cheap labor is often met by East Africans, at

least in the early years of migration. However, low-skilled immigrants generally do not have the

opportunity to build or acquire human capital while in these jobs, and remain confined to these

cheap labor sectors. Unless they are lucky enough to tap into their preexisting networks or hone

their skills and acquire further education, many will find that the failure to shift their

occupational profile limits their economic upward mobility. As a result, this has led to a number

of East African families living in poverty - as many as 40.5 percent of Somali families American

Community Survey in 2019.

B. Educational Attainment and Language

While sub-Saharan African immigrants can be considered one of the best-educated

immigrant groups, East Africans still face difficulty in that regard. Firstly, this can be attributed

to the fact that a large portion of the East African immigrant communities were refugees, and

therefore were not afforded the same opportunities for education and upward mobility before or

during the migration process. Woldeab’s (2019) study presents an occupational profile for East

Africans in the United States and explains that there are individual, organizational and external

barriers that this group faces in the workplace, all boiling down to their educational attainment

levels and limited English proficiency. The 2019 American Community Survey reported that

86.6 percent of Ethiopians were high school graduates or higher, whereas for Somalis this
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average was as low as 62.1 percent. Interestingly, when comparing the gendered ratios for this,

74 percent of Somali males had a high school diploma, but only 52.3 percent of females did. As

for those with a Bachelor’s degree or higher, this number was only 30.9 percent for Ethiopians

and 13.5 percent for Somalis, showing that this group does not have very high educational

attainment. In fact, approximately 37.9 percent of Somalis sampled in the 2019 American

Community Survey reported that they had less than a high school diploma. The precise numbers

for Sudanese immigrants is not evident in the ACS data, but through the interviews conducted

with those who originated from Sudan, the majority of the respondents had completed an

undergraduate degree. However, the interviewees that did not complete their studies beyond high

school were males who had left Sudan after completing their high school diplomas in order to

seek employment and to assist their families monetarily. Nonetheless, this thesis will avoid

making broad assumptions about this group due to the limited data.

English language proficiency is also often a barrier to upwards mobility in terms of

employment and social capital acquisition. Already faced with institutional barriers in the

workforce, like the inability to transfer educational credentials or discriminatory hiring practices,

limited English proficiency only serves to further exacerbate the issue, and prevents the group

from mobilizing like their sub-Saharan African counterparts (Woldeab, 2019). Consequently,

only 12.7 percent of Ethiopians and 7.9 percent of Somalis spoke English only at home

(American Community Survey, 2019). Somalis expressed more difficulty in their English

acquisition, with 52.1 percent reporting that they spoke English less than “very well” (American

Community Survey, 2019). In the case of refugees, this is caused by years spent in refugee

camps prior to entering the United States, which often prevented them from acquiring any formal

education (Woldeab, 2019). The limited use of English at home was largely corroborated by my
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interviews as well, where many respondents indicated that they spoke another language other

than English at home, as it is “a necessity in an African household to speak your mother tongue”

(Interviewee #23, 2020).

C. Rate of Naturalization

The Migration Policy Institute reported that more than half of sub-Saharan Africans were

naturalized U.S. citizens in 2017, and those who obtained permanent residency arrived as family

members to either U.S. citizens, Diversity Visa Lottery recipients, or refugees

(Echeverria-Estrada and Batalova, 2019). These figures are quite similar to the 2019 American

Community Survey data for Ethiopians and Somalis: 52.7 percent of Ethiopian males and 47.3

percent of Ethiopian females were naturalized U.S. citizens, and 43.5 percent of Somali males

and 56.5 percent of Somali females were naturalized U.S. citizens in 2019. Due to the lack of

data concerning Sudanese immigrants, the percentage of those who have now naturalized is

unknown. However, by examining the qualitative data for this project, all of the Sudanese

respondents were naturalized citizens and had formerly been lottery visa recipients or arrived as

family members of other U.S. citizens.

III. Settlement Patterns

While this thesis is only concerned with the Washington Metropolitan Area, it is worth

noting that East African immigrants are also concentrated in a number of other U.S. cities.

Sudanese immigrants are fairly dispersed across the country, although a significant portion of

this group is concentrated in the Washington Metropolitan area. Ethiopians are also largely

concentrated in Los Angeles, New York City and Minneapolis-St. Paul, and Somalis make up

large concentrations in Minneapolis and Columbus, Ohio (Woldeab, 2019). Interestingly, these
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three groups – Somalis, Ethiopians, and Sudanese - will usually self-identify with one another,

and share many cultural attributes of the Horn of Africa and therefore experience a sense of

affinity for one another5.

Resettlement into the United States can be a challenging pursuit for new immigrants, and

East Africans are no exception. While the 1980 Refugee Act did aid in resettlement purposes, the

policy was highly adamant that refugees become self-sufficient, and therefore only offered

limited assistance upon arrival. This is what ultimately drove new immigrants to choose areas

with familiar and existing support networks from co-ethnics in order to compensate for the

minimal assistance from the state. This provided access to employment opportunities within

ethnic enclaves through word of mouth, as well as temporary housing. All of the first-generation

migrants in my interview sample confirmed that they chose their settlement destination largely

on the basis of knowing someone in the same area who could assist with resettlement. One

interview respondent explained that:

“It is very difficult to come to a new country… especially when you are still not familiar
with the language… or anybody. But [we] knew family friends from Sudan who lived in
Washington [D.C.] and they helped us a lot when we arrived to America. They helped my
husband find his first job and helped us meet other Sudanese…to make new friends and
build connections, you know? It would have been… impossible to do that by ourselves”
(Interviewee #2, June 2020).

Settling in the United States is a very costly decision to undertake for these new migrants

and cannot be successfully done without a familiar network to aid in the process of resettlement.

Although many of my respondents came in on a lottery visa, which enabled them the opportunity

5 The one notable exception to this is the Somali immigrants, who experience their own social
stratification based largely in clan structure, which many of my respondents have drawn upon.
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to seek employment, many of them attribute finding their ground and familiarizing themselves

with American society to their existing networks and community centers. This theme of network

support and reliance was a recurring narrative in the secondary literature as well (Arthur, 2000).

These cities with significant migrant communities from a given country tend to attract further

migration from that same country, thus expanding the network of co-ethnic organizations,

institutions, centers, and community structures that emerge to support them. One city that

demonstrates this pattern nicely in the case of the East African community is Washington D.C.
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Chapter 2: Making Ethnic Spaces and
Transnational Engagement
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One of the most notable features of the East African community in Washington D.C. is the

prevalence of ethnic organizations and businesses serving the community, the result of a

considerably long period of network-based migration. This community, therefore, proves an

appropriate ground for testing the hypotheses central to this thesis. This chapter will tackle the

first three hypotheses: Hypothesis I pertaining to the reliance on ethnic organizations to fill in the

gaps in national integration policies, and Hypothesis II and III on the extent to which these ethnic

organizations do or do not facilitate belonging in the nation-state.

I. Community-Building and the Making of Ethnic Places

Successful resettlement for East African migrants to the United States is largely

dependent on tapping into familiar connections, highlighting the important role played by

community action and ethnic enclaves. One of the most prominent features of the East African

immigrant demographic in the U.S. more generally is their demonstrated proclivity to remain

connected to the wider regional or ethnic community. Oftentimes, this connection takes place in

the physical sense. For example, Chacko (2000b) describes the importance of both ethnic

institutions, which connect communities, and ethnic sociocommerscapes, ethnic businesses that

provide goods and services, or locations for members of the community to meet. The reliance on

physical spaces of cultural significance (i.e. supermarkets, cafés, cultural community centers) to

cater to the cultural and social needs of the group were particularly prevalent amongst the

Ethiopian community I interviewed in Washington D.C.. Sudanese and Somali migrants,

although smaller in number, express shared affinity towards other East Africans in the United

States given similar cultural backgrounds imported from the Horn of Africa. As a result, it was
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not uncommon to witness Ethiopian, Sudanese, and Somali members actively engage in larger

East African networks, frequent each other’s cultural organizations, stores, or cafes.

In fact, my interview data reveals that East African immigrants from all of the groups

considered were proud to identify with their distinct national identity and the larger East African

regional group, and felt that this engagement allowed them to simultaneously preserve their

home culture while experiencing American cultural life. Maintaining their ethnic and cultural

identity of being East African took place in both the formal and informal realms. Informally,

many of them engage in social gatherings and participate in different cultural activities during

religious holidays, weddings, or in daily life. Interview respondents shared that during these

gatherings, people would sometimes wear traditional clothing, speak in their mother-tongue,

listen to music from the home country and eat Ethiopian/Somali/Sudanese food. The vast

majority of these informal gatherings were usually limited to the smaller national communities

(e.g., Somali gatherings, Ethiopian gatherings, etc.), helping to preserve deep communal bonds

that last well after immigrants become naturalized. In fact, interview data suggests that East

Africans rarely lose touch with the networks they tap into when they first migrate. If they do, this

can be mainly attributed to moving to another city or state.

Formal interactions, on the other hand, primarily take place through the notion Chacko

(2003b) introduces, ethnic institutions, which creates physical and institutional presence to

maintain ethnic identity through more permanent structures. Oftentimes, this means religious

institutions like a church or mosque that organize the community through events and religious

services. Ethiopian immigrants to the United States, for example, are primarily Christian and

belong to the Orthodox tradition, however a few Evangelical and Catholic churches for

Ethiopians do exist in the metropolitan area. While the regular attendance in these churches
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indicates the community’s overall commitment to their faith, it is also indicative of the intricate

network that such religious institutions generate. Churches in the Ethiopian community are

instrumental in a wide array of community-building enterprises, namely organizing activities and

events, assisting new immigrants with English language classes (and native language classes for

the second-generation), and providing other support for new immigrants navigating the

complicated American bureaucracy. For Muslim immigrants in Washington D.C., mosques and

Islamic centers also play a similar role. During my time in Washington D.C., I visited the Dar Al

HIjrah Islamic Center in Falls Church, Virginia, where there is a large congregation of East

Africans. My interview with the Center’s Community Director revealed that the mosque served a

large East African community of Ethiopians, Somalis and Sudanese origins, who regularly

engage with one another at the mosque through halaqas (lectures), religious holidays, Friday

prayer, and events.

Figure 1: Sewing group at the Dar Al Hijrah mosque | Source: Dar Al Hijrah website
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Secular organizations serve a similar purpose, catering specifically to new immigrants

who might need assistance establishing themselves in American society. While most of these

organizations have specific formal objectives, collectively they help preserve the cultural

heritage and ethnic identity for East Africans by engaging in cultural and economic development

programs that give back to immigrant communities. While assisting in the settlement of new

immigrant populations is undoubtedly a moving target, many of the community organizations

remain flexible and adaptable with the services they provide. For example, a representative from

the Ethiopian Community Development Center in Arlington, Virginia explained that they

constantly adjust their services and develop their programs according to newcomers' most

pressing needs. Most of the time, this is pertinent to assistance with resettlement. Ten out of

twenty-six interview respondents expressed that such organizations aided in their settlement,

who were first-generation migrants. The founder of another secular organization, the Somali

American Community Association, reiterated this point. In discussing his experience founding

the organization and developing its mission statement, he shared:

“I think was... was 15 years ago, the number of organizations still existed. And basically,
we did it for them [Somali migrants], you know, how we can connect the community. On
top of that, at that time, when we were creating, there was a lot of new refugees who were
coming in. Had a problem with the language, had small kids, and would go to work, who
needed some social services, but didn't have the language skills. Even their immigration
status, you know, where to go, where their papers are, if they needed food stamps, how to
get it... because agencies who bring refugees take care of them only the first six months.
They drop them there. They said: here's how you're going to buy, that's where the store
is… and that's it! Those people just have to struggle to adjust. So that's the reason we
created that nonprofit organization. So at minimum, on Saturdays, we can bring them
both, mothers and children. Give them tutorials, teach them, or for the mothers to learn a
little bit of computer. The kids since they were going to secular school all the time, we
want them to have some sense of little bit of Arabic and the Quran to study and socialize
among themselves. And that's how it came. Yeah, lately, you know, we're not very active,
but the organization still exists. And that's one of the few things you know, people
usually… it's helpful to establish to keep the community together and assist. Because
then you will have every Saturday, someone will come say, hey, I have a problem with
this homework. We don't understand what the teacher gave to them. I don't know how my
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son or daughter is doing in school. Then we used to look to the universities and connect
them with the students, especially students who are going into teaching. Who volunteer,
they can get credit at the college too for assisting those young children. So that's true, it
was called… or still called Somali American Community Association. SACA.”

(Interviewee #14, 2020)

He went on to further explain the current operation of the organization clarifying that

while they were still in operation, the needs of the community have changed and decreased, and

they have adapted to those needs:

“Once in a while now, simply because that name is there, you might get sometimes a call
from Social Services. Oh, someone, a Somali who came from somewhere… was either
stranded or something happened to him. Some homeless or came from another state,
running with children. So they will look at the social yellowbook, like telephone and
they'll say let's just call. Yeah, you guys are Somali... I'm a lawyer... we have this
situation, we need an interpreter who speaks Somali, so can you guys help us? And then
that's when we get engaged, you know, say to a guy who lives in that city: Can you
volunteer? Can you go, can you see that family? Can you talk to that lawyer? Can you
interpret for them? So that helps.”

(Interviewee #14, 2020)

This interview underscores just how critical the operation of these ethnic institutions is

when it comes to smoothing the transition and settlement of new migrants into American society,

or in fact, compensating for the absence of national-level policies for immigrant integration.

Oftentimes these organizations are the only place that newcomers know they can go for such

help, according to the representative from the Ethiopian Community Development Center. Even

the establishment of such organizations speaks to the urgent drive to fill a gap in the provision of

state integration services within the community. And the strength of the bonds formed within

these organizations prove instrumental in shaping subsequent conceptions of belonging for many

migrants. For example, Interviewee #14 explained that the community of Somalis that he met

when he first moved to the Washington Metropolitan Area was the same group that he founded
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initiated the organization with, explaining that they were “the same twenty who will sit at

Starbucks and chit-chat to this day.” Later on, he described his relationship with belonging to

America as really belonging to this ethnic community, but not America itself. This sentiment was

shared implicitly by a number of interviewees (fourteen out of twenty-six), who also claimed to

understand their belonging in the context of their communities, and felt that they identified as

American as well, but the feeling of belonging was most amplified around members of their

ethnic group.

East African Group Name of Organization Location

Ethiopians Ethiopian Community
Development Center

Arlington, VA

Somalis Somali American Community
Association

Silver Spring, MD

N/A Refugees International6 Washington D.C.

Ethiopians Ethiopian Community
Development Council

Washington D.C.

N/A Tahirih Justice Center7 Falls Church, VA

Table 2: List of ethnic organizations pertaining to East Africans in the metropolitan area

East Africans also engage with one another through ethnic sociocommerscapes, which

are ethnic enterprises like stores and restaurants that have “sociocultural functions in addition to

the obvious commercial ones'' (Chacko, 2003b, p. 33). In the context of Washington D.C., these

enterprises can be found mainly concentrated in Adams Morgan, but also dispersed across areas

in Virginia like Arlington and Alexandria, and areas in Maryland like Silver Spring. After

7 Serves significant number of African immigrants
6 Serves significant number of African immigrants
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making a few visits to some Ethiopian-owned establishments myself, I found that their function

of preserving and serving Ethiopian identity and consciousness was deeply ingrained in these

institutions. With signs that read in both English and Amharic (and sometimes only Amharic),

ethnic spices, specialized foods from the home country, and traditional clothing and music, it is

no wonder many Ethiopians in the interviews referred to these places as ‘Little Ethiopia’. I did

not have the same privilege of visiting sites exclusively serving the Somali and Sudanese

communities, however I did learn that many of them frequented ‘Little Ethiopia’ as well.

Interviewee #12, who was Sudanese, actually took me to an array of Ethiopian markets and

expressed a strong affinity for these markets, explaining:

“Yes… there are no Sudanese markets but our spices and foods are very similar… and I
love Ethiopian food! Even my children will enjoy going to the markets with me on
weekends because they themselves would tell me it reminded them of home [Sudan]. Our
cultures and traditions are both similar and different… but in a place like the U.S.
[laughs] you have no choice but to accept what is closest to home that is given! Even in
the markets themselves, when they see I am a Black, Muslim woman with… with the
hijab, it sometimes feels like they are even more welcoming to me because they know
that I come from where they come from.”

(Interviewee #12, 2020)

This conversation showcased how different members of the East African community felt

intrinsically intertwined and connected, simply on the basis of having originated from the same

general location in Africa. While each country holds its own respective culture and traditions,

and while there are some overlaps, the mere fact that they came from a similar location proved a

gathering point for them in their new home. In fact, some indicators point to the reality that in

comparison to ethnic belonging in their respective homelands, East African community

belonging took on a much more expansive and open character once immigrants arrived in the

United States:
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“If we were back home, we would say that our cultures are soooo different but in the U.S.
I think it is normal for us to gravitate towards each other. Yes, there are many Sudanese
people here and many of my friends also come from Sudan, but it is almost like we make
our own little United Nations! [laughs] I mean… when your options are limited and you
do not get to interact with as many Sudanese people as you would back home, it is like
compensating for it by interacting with or becoming friends with other East Africans.
Even if we do not speak the same languages, even those with very broken English can
somehow communicate with other East Africans!”

(Interviewee #20, 2020)
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Figure 2: Ethiopian markets

II. Significance of the Ethnic Community to Belonging

Given that these ethnic organizations and establishments are so integral to the East

African migrant community, it stands to reason that participation in such organizations impacts

the way in which these immigrants understand their sense of belonging in the United States.

What role, then, do these ethnic organizations play in shaping a sense of belonging for my

interview subjects in Washington D.C.? The following section presents some of the interview

material in which migrants indicate clearly how they perceive their participation in these ethnic

organizations as it impacts their belonging, both as Americans and within their respective ethnic

groups. The data collected from these interviews highlights two complementary patterns.

First, many of the interview subjects indicated that the presence of these ethnic

institutions and establishments was a reminder to them that the United States is a diverse,

multicultural place. Being involved in their own ethnic community, even after naturalization, did

not make them feel separate or isolated from the American mainstream, but rather just another

part of an already culturally diverse American mosaic. In other words, being able to exist within

an East African community made them feel more American, not less. For example, one of the

Sudanese respondents (Interviewee #4) exclaimed that it was indeed the diverse demographics of

the Washington Metropolitan Area that ultimately made them feel as though they also belonged

after naturalization:

“Yes… I do feel like I am an American. And I do feel like I am a part of the country, and
even after 24 years… [pauses] I can say that just as another member of the society who is
also coming from a different background… and different country, I am still also an
American. Like you see… like, Asian Americans or Mexican… Latin Americans, or even
anyone else from Africa like me… it helps you to feel like there is no set… exact image
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of what, who… an American is. I have many friends I have met from all over the
world… because as you know, Washington [D.C.] is a very, very diverse city. So it helps,
yes… to make me feel like I am also belonging to this country, and not just my home
country [Sudan]. I mean… [laughs] what is an American really?”

(Interviewee #4, 2020)

The interview respondent did, however, point to a possible reverse effect in a different

city context:

“I am sure my experience when I came to this country was very different from someone
say… say, who went to the Midwest because I came straight to Washington. The Midwest
is very white… actually I know a… a friend of mine, he moved to Iowa [laughs] and he
had a really hard time adjusting. He would call me and say [in Arabic]: “[Interviewee
#4], my eyes are blinded from the whiteness! This is not Sudan!” [laughs] And of course!
It is not Sudan… but because he did not know many people from different countries, or
any other Africans… he really struggled to understand the country and make it like home.
I was lucky that my cousin was here… so I had his support, and I met his friends and
colleagues and it was… it is important you build a connection with others. Many of my
friends until now are from Sudan, like me, but I have also have many others from Korea,
or Mexico and, and… it is just really helpful to know others from around the world.”

(Interviewee #4, 2020)

By comparing his experience with a friend living in the Midwest, Interviewee #4 was

certain that the receiving context of extreme diversity in Washington D.C. allowed him to derive

a sense of belonging to the United States via his ethnic group community participation. Had he

settled somewhere less diverse than Washington D.C., the outcome may have been different. The

significant impact of a diverse receiving environment in allowing immigrants to use their ethnic

group organizations to slip into the American landscape was reiterated in a number of other

interviews. One Ethiopian who happened to live in Iowa before she moved to Washington D.C.

compared her experiences:

“We didn’t know anyone when we moved to America… and going to middle school in
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Iowa was difficult because I still did not know the language very well. Even though I
made friends in school, it was difficult because I was kind of different, you know… and
even when I moved to D.C. I was really nervous for the same reasons. But there were
more students of color in D.C. which helped me to settle in better”.

(Interviewee #16, 2020)

A second important pattern emerging from the interview data points to the more practical

use of these ethnic organizations to acquire concrete skills that smooth the transition of

integration for new immigrants. For example, the same interview subject later explained that

while it was difficult to learn the English and feel like she was a part of American society, she

was able to feel like she belonged through engaging with other Ethiopians, where she also picked

up English. In other words, by interacting with other Ethiopians in her ethnic community she

gained skills that helped her interact with the wider American society, and thus feel like she

belonged. These two thematic patterns are quite notable, namely as they stand in contrast to

some of the literature on integration and transnationalism which points to the downsides of

migrants remaining within their niche communities at the expense of forging a sense of

belonging to the host nation. The following sections aim to contextualize how and why ethnic

community belonging serves as a conduit to national belonging, rather than an alternative to it.

III. Distinguishing Between Ethnic Spaces and Transnational Communities

On a definitional note, the making of ethnic spaces differs from transnational

engagement, and while this chapter will assess the manner in which East Africans create their

ethnic communities and mobilize themselves in navigating belonging through these ethnic

enclaves, it will also assess this in light of their nature as a transnational community. Much
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existing literature has long established the important role that ethnic organizations play in

fostering transnational ties - ties that connect migrants concretely to their country of origin

(Portes et. al, 2008). However, because the primary concern for many immigrant/ethnic

organizations is to promote upward mobility and incorporation of immigrants within the host

country (Portes et. al, 2008; Krannich, 2014), they must strike a balance between fostering

integration into the new society and maintaining ties to the old one. Every organization does this

differently (Basch et. al, 1995; Glick-Schiller et. al, 1992). This cross-border association is

upheld through a variety of mechanisms like the maintenance of connections between the

transmigrant and those in the home country, sending remittances, and continued political

engagement in the countries they emigrated from (Basch et. al, 1994; Glick-Schiller et. al, 1995;

Levitt 2001). Although the process of ethnic space making is evident in the case of East Africans

in the Washington Metropolitan Area, it also noteworthy that this group balances becoming

incorporated into the American economy, political institutions, and patterns of daily life while

still “constructing and reconstituting their simultaneous embeddedness in more than one society”

(Glick-Schiller et. al, 1995).

Understanding the distinction between the ethnic enclave and the transnational

community ultimately comes down to recognizing the ethnic enclave and ethnic organizations’

roles in preserving ethnic identity within the country of settlement. Not all ethnic organizations

engage in transnational activity, and not all transnational activity occurs through an ethnic

organization. However, in the case of the East African community in Washington D.C., ethnic

organizations and transnationalism often coexist, as many organizations foster integration in the

U.S. and encourage continued linkages back to the home country. As an example, if most of the

Ethiopians residing in Little Ethiopia are frequently engaged in Ethiopian politics, or sending
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monthly remittances back home, the ethnic enclave also takes on the form of a transnational

community (Tsakiri, 2005). If an Ethiopian market in the ethnic enclave only hired Ethiopians,

and these same Ethiopians frequently sent remittances back home, this would signify that the

ethnic organization, or ethnic sociocommerscape was intrinsically transnational in nature as well

(Chacko, 2003b).

IV. Assessing Transnational Engagement on Belonging for Naturalized East

Africans

There has been a longstanding debate in the scholarly conversation about

transnationalism and its implications for immigrant integration, - specifically whether migrant

incorporation in the host society and transnational connections to the homeland can exist

simultaneously, or whether they exist in opposition to one another (Levitt and Glick Schiller,

2004). By utilizing Levitt and Glick Schiller’s (2004) social field approach to studying the

relationship between the two, we can study naturalized East Africans, who are inherently

transnational migrants, and strive to be integrated into American society. In our vastly globalized

world, one does not have to move to engage in transnational ways. The ‘ways of being’ and the

‘ways of belonging’ within the social field perspective presents an important dichotomy to

studying transnationalism, and in particular the transnational engagement of this given case

study. The ‘ways of being’ refers to the actual social relations that one engages in rather than the

identity association that accompanies said action, whereas the ‘ways of belonging’ refer to the

practices that present identities that are consciously connected to a specific group (Levitt and

Glick Schiller, 2004). Ultimately, this approach locates migrants between incorporation into the

host state, and the maintenance of transnational ties, and acknowledges the reality that the

migrant experience “pivots” between the two (Levitt and Glick Schiller, 2004).
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This approach is appropriate for the case of naturalized East Africans, as the findings

from the interview data suggests that this group creates a balance between their lives in the

United States and their relationship with the home country. One important feature of this

approach is that it also recognizes that an individual can vote or belong to a religious community

that is linked to their country of origin, but also fail to identify as belonging to a transnational

group. This is an example of an individual engaging in transnational ‘ways of being’, but not

transnational ‘ways of belonging’ (Levitt and Glick Schiller, 2004). This is something we also

observe in the case of naturalized East Africans. Through the interviews conducted, it was clear

that migrants from all three countries of origin frequently engage in transnational ‘ways of

being’, according to Levitt and Glick Schiller’s (2004) definition, and deeply within their ethnic

enclaves. However, it was not always the case that this universally translated into ‘ways of

belonging’; belonging it seems, was much more complicated.

For example, it was quite common for those interviewed to regularly partake in ‘ways of

being’ by sending remittances back home, something almost all interview respondents claimed to

do, including members of the second-generation. When questioned about the frequency of

sending remittances, almost all respondents claimed that this was done consistently, or on a

monthly basis. One Somali doctor explained that remittances were a “necessary duty when you

leave the country” and that he had “never missed single month” in sending money back home

(Interviewee #5, 2020). Interestingly, the process of sending remittances back home can also

translate across generations. Although the majority of second-generation East Africans sampled

in this study were students, those who were employed expressed that they too sent money to their

families’ home countries, even if they themselves have never visited the country of origin. One

second-generation, Ethiopian interviewee explained:
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“Once we are old enough, it is in our values to help anyone that is considered family. My
mom was always a stay-at-home mom, but once my dad retired… as the oldest child, it
was my responsibility to send money to family in Ethiopia. Even though I was making a
humble sum, it’s just an obligation my dad instilled in us since we were kids.”
(Interviewee #23, 2020)

Although sending remittances can be considered a transnational ‘way of being’, through this

example it is evident that it can also manifest as a transnational ‘way of belonging’. Interviewee

#23 also explained that he had never visited Somalia before, and expressed a deep desire to do so

one day. This was a common sentiment shared across many of the second-generation East

Africans who participated in the study. This can mainly be attributed to the first-generation

preserving East African culture and traditions within their households in addition to their

association with the wider ethnic community. Several studies have shown that African parents do

encourage their children to embrace American values in order to aid in their integration, but they

are equally encouraged to educate their children on their origins, values, cultural heritage and

language (Kebede, 2018; Chacko, 2003a). This trend emerged quite strongly within the

second-generation East Africans interviewed for this project. Interviews from the Somali,

Ethiopian, and Sudanese second generation indicate that the second generation holds on to this

cultural heritage quite strongly, by belonging to clubs related to East Africa in university, or by

actively engaging with their home country’s politics to remain informed. A Somali,

second-generation female, who was a recent graduate of a university in the metropolitan area

shared in great detail how she started a Somali-American Association at her campus. Throughout

the discussion, she expressed her obligation to staying connected to her roots, despite how

American she was:

“I grew up in the States and have only lived here my entire life. My parents are as Somali
as it gets so there was no escaping my background! [laughs] And I’m not mad at that at
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all… I’m actually proud to come from a rich background and I am so glad that my
parents brought us up to be American and Somali. But going to a public school in the
U.S. was never going to teach me enough about my heritage and history. So that’s why,
when I went to college, I knew I had to try connecting with my roots… and that’s why I
started the club! I had a few other friends whose families were also Somali, and there
were a bunch of other Africans and East Africans at my campus so it became a space to
connect with a lot of other people like me.”

(Interviewee #17, 2020)

During my time at Georgetown University in Washington D.C. I was able to attend and

observe a mock melse, hosted by Georgetown University’s Eritrean Ethiopian Students

Association. A melse is typically a reception in Ethiopian culture that occurs on the day after a

wedding for close friends and family. The bridal party and guests dress in traditional habesha

clothing, and the event includes traditional food, music, and dancing. Despite the fact that those

hosting the event were all second-generation East Africans themselves, much of the work

conducted through their club aims towards facilitating a deeper understanding of their origins.

Figure 3: Georgetown University Eritrean Ethiopian Students Association dance members Melse
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performance. | Source: @georgetowneesa on Instagram

Figure 4: “Bride and groom” being fed at Melse event at Georgetown University. | Source:

@georgetowneesa on Instagram
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Figure 5: Melse performers from the Georgetown University Eritrean Ethiopian Students

Association. |  Source: @georgetowneesa on Instagram

Figure 6: Georgetown University Eritrean Ethiopian Students Association club members. |

Source: @georgetowneesa on Instagram

According to the interviews, participating in these types of events did not make these

migrant communities feel any less “American”. By upholding their cultural heritage through

events like the mock melse, and by engaging transnationally with the home country by sending

remittances and keeping in touch with their families, many East Africans engage in both

transnational ‘ways of being’ alongside transnational ‘ways of belonging’. In doing so,

naturalized East Africans do pivot between experiencing transnational belonging to the home

country, but also belonging to the host country, just as Levitt and Schiller (2004) suggested. A

Sudanese respondent exclaimed that she “could be fully American and fully Sudanese and that

would not change anything” (Interviewee #3, 2020). Evidently, many East Africans have
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managed to strike a balance between their transnational belonging to the home country, and their

belonging to the nation state.

East Africans in this study also indicated transnational political engagement with their

home countries. The majority of first-generation interview respondents expressed their consistent

passive engagement with politics back in the home country (i.e. reading the news), although the

extent to which they actively participate in their home country’s politics, through civic

engagement like voting or lobbying against issues was not clear from the data. However, a

number of respondents expressed feelings of paralysis and futility with participating in their local

politics, claiming that it was inevitably useless (Interviewee #6, 2020; Interviewee #12, 2020;

Interviewee #24, 2020). Nonetheless, this group was still mobilized and committed to being

informed about their home country’s politics, indicating it was a serious obligation, and not

engaging would mean neglecting the home country (Interviewee #8, 2020; Interviewee #14,

2020).

Just recently a number of protests in Washington D.C. have occurred in response to the

conflict in Tigray, Ethiopia. The conflict began in early November, when the Ethiopian

government opened a military offensive in Tigray, after the ruling party, the Tigray People’s

Liberation Front resisted the Ethiopian government’s attempts to minimize its autonomy (Walsh

and Dahir, 2020). As a result, the conflict has left millions displaced, thousands dead, and

widespread destruction that has impacted neighboring states in the Horn of Africa. Eritrea, which

neighbors the northern region of Tigray, has deployed troops and fired artillery across the border,

which has led many to call for the withdrawal of troops. The conflict has also led to persistent

communication issues with those who have family back in Ethiopia, and particularly those in the

Tigray region who have experienced a blackout and internet restrictions (Ferrazzi, 2021).
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Many have taken to digital platforms and social media to protest the situation, with

hashtags like #StandWithTigray and phrases such as ‘Eritreans Troops Out’. By mobilizing on

social media, many East Africans and Ethiopians have been able to spread awareness about the

conflict. In particular, those in Washington D.C. have been able to mobilize protests and

demonstrations through social media. This included a car procession with red and yellow

balloons and flags, traveling an impressive route around the metropolitan area and D.C.

neighborhoods (Ferrazzi, 2021). The protests were meant to push the United States, as well as

the wider international community, to take action and negotiate with the Ethiopian government to

ensure the safety of the people of Tigray (Ferrazzi, 2021). This is just one example of the degree

to which East Africans, and in this case Ethiopians, are transnationally linked to the home

country, and express that engagement in a transnational ‘way of belonging’ (Levitt and Glick

Schiller, 2004).

Figure 7: Ethiopians protesting the Tigray conflict in Washington D.C. | Source: Twitter,

@MedaMehal
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Figure 8: Car procession near the White House    Figure 9: Ethiopians and Eritreans protesting

Source: Twitter, @matteogarlique

When paralleled with responses concerning their civic engagement and political

participation in the United States, it is apparent that East Africans still engage in American civics

and politics, whilst maintaining a close engagement with the politics back home. Twenty out of

twenty-six (including the second-generation) interviewees expressed that they kept up with the

evolving politics in their home countries, and in some cases did engage civically. There was an

apparent balance between civic and political engagement in the home and host nation, as one

Somali respondent shared:

“Of course I try to stay up to date with what is happening in Somalia… and I know many
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other Africans do this as well. Even if I am an American now, it is still important to me to
know what is going on in my home country. I still have many family members back in
Somalia… so it’s important for me to know how they are being affected by… by the
politics. But I also follow the politics here! It is an election year and I will be voting
because… it is my right as an American.” (Interviewee #11, 2020)

V. Evaluating Hypotheses I and II: The American Citizenship Regime, Ethnic

Spaces and Transnationalism

The primary concern of this chapter is to assess the making of these ethnic spaces, that

are intrinsically tied to East Africans’ transnational engagement within the context of the

American citizenship regime. As outlined in the introduction of the thesis, the United States has

a jus soli citizenship regime, with few barriers to entry, but also few support mechanisms to

facilitate that entry and ultimate integration. Close examination of the data shows that because

citizenship acquired after migration holds the same rights given to those who acquire citizenship

at birth, East Africans were not made to feel any less “American” from a legal standpoint.

However, what is specific to the way this group forges a sense of belonging to the American state

is that it occurs through the vehicle of transnational engagement and membership in an ethnic

community. In fact, it appears as though one’s sense of belonging to the ethnic community (be it

Ethiopian, Somali, or Sudanese) actually compliments, smooths, and facilitates a sense of

belonging to America. Earlier the thesis presented the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis I: The United States’ jus soli citizenship regime presents minimal barriers to

legal membership in the state. However, its concomitant laissez-faire integration regime

also provides minimal support for new migrants, thus encouraging ethnic organizations to

step in and compensate for the state’s limited assistance. Where the East African ethnic
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organizations have emerged to ease the migration process, I anticipate community

members to forge a strong sense of belonging to their ethnic community.

The East Africans in this research study are a comparatively highly educated group and

recognized the need to integrate into American society (Kebede, 2018; Interview Respondents,

2020). The majority of interview subjects confirmed that they attribute their own integration to

the existing ethnic organizations and networks that aided in their integration process. Given the

expectation of immigrant autonomy and self-sufficiency in the United States, and the lack of

assistance from the state once you arrive, tapping into these ethnic networks becomes one of the

only options for both voluntary and involuntary immigrants alike, especially for those who do

not have a family network in the United States. However, it is important to note that most of the

respondents sampled in this study were voluntary immigrants, with involuntary refugees

accounting for just a couple of Somali immigrants interviewed. Making this distinction is

necessary since refugees are less likely to have similarly high education levels, familiarity with

American culture, and fluency in English (Kassa, 2017). Additionally, in this particular data

sample, the Somali refugees explained that many of their counterparts still grapple with

psychological trauma as a result of conflict in the home country, which often goes unaddressed

and affects their sense of belonging. However, given the limited data for refugees here, this thesis

will avoid making broad generalizations, but will highlight this as a potential gap in our

understanding of how voluntary and involuntary migrants might experience the process of

belonging vis-à-vis ethnic organizations. In the case of both voluntary and involuntary migrants

it was evident that these ethnic enclaves, associations and organizations stepped up to fill a vital

role in supporting the wider East African community as new immigrants. This support often

leads to strong bonds of belonging within the ethnic community itself, bonds that long outlasted
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the process of naturalization and realization of full legal belonging as “Americans”. This affirms

the first hypothesis that outlines that East African migrants will derive their sense of belonging

from these communities and organizations as quasi-intermediaries, rather than through a direct

relationship with the state.

This then leads to the testing of Hypothesis II: Strong belonging to transnational

communities and ethnic organizations acts as a pathway to belonging to the state and Hypothesis

III: Strong belonging to transnational communities and ethnic organizations hinders belonging

to the state.

The interview data reveals that while East African immigrants remained deeply

embedded within their ethnic enclaves, their transnational engagement does not necessarily

hinder their ability to belong to the state. On the contrary, it appears that membership in ethnic

communities actually promotes belonging to the nation-state. There appear to be two

mechanisms through which this process occurs. First, these organizations provided the

acquisition of concrete skills (i.e. English proficiency) and assistance in the logistical process of

integration (i.e. finding a job/housing) that smooths the process of securing membership, and

thus belonging, in the nation state. Second, within the context of a multicultural American

landscape that permits group-based organization and demands, individuals can assert national

belonging on the basis of their group identity (i.e. being Somali-American, or

Ethiopian-American) with little contradiction. The security and comfort derived from group

membership has long been associated with successful national-integration and belonging by

multiculturalists (Kymlicka 1995).

In fact, the importance of ethnic belonging for national belonging is even evident
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amongst interview respondents who were not as active in the ethnic organizations themselves.

For the first generation specifically, anecdotes shared throughout the interviews also point

towards an intrinsic belonging to the home country that is independent of participation in ethnic

enclaves. A Somali professor conveyed this sentiment by stating that: “I may not live a purely

Somali life, you know, so those formative years had made such an impact… that is very, very

difficult to forget, the place and its people and traditions and culture and education” (Interviewee

#8, 2020). This observation was incredibly significant to make, especially coming from

Interviewee #8 who expressed that although he still felt connected to the home country, he was

not as engaged in the Somali or East African communities throughout his time in the United

States, unlike the majority of his counterparts.
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Chapter 3: Belonging in the Current American
Political Climate
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A distinct characteristic that the East African community shares is their ethnoracial background.

Studying this in light of the history of race relations in the United States, as well as how this

translates to affinities being created between East African immigrants and the African American

community is an important consideration this chapter makes. In addition to this, the shifting

dynamics of immigration policy in the United States also has a direct impact on migrants’

perceptions of themselves within the host nation. This chapter will assess the fourth hypothesis

which seeks to understand if a contested identity is formed as a result of the political climate in

the United States. Furthermore, it seeks to distinguish whether or not this has any influence on

how East Africans experience belonging.

I. Contextualizing the American Political Climate

A. Historical Legacy of Race Relations

Understanding how East African migrants navigate their identity and belonging within the

United States is impossible without studying how historical American race relations impact the

groups’ identity consciousness. Discourses studying race and ethnicity in the United States have

oftentimes neglected how this impacts African immigrants, whose black racial background may

still subject them to racial discrimination and challenges that non-black immigrants may not

necessarily face (The Immigrant Learning Center, 2020). Arthur’s (2000) book on African

immigrants refers to the group as invisible sojourners due to their outward appearance as African

Americans, and their longing to return to their home countries. However, Arthur’s (2000)

findings, as well as what has been outlined in this thesis up until this point, has shown that

Africans have still settled and participated in the making of American societies. Very little
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research has been conducted on how the group distinguishes its black African immigrant identity

from the existing racial dynamics in the United States. Some literature has noted that there

actually exists a tension between African immigrants and African Americans, implying that the

groups do not in fact share any affinity for one another (Okonofua, 2013; Kamya, 1997). African

Americans have historically been in positions of extreme disadvantage relative to other groups in

the United States, and these longstanding inequalities combined with America’s propensity for

immigrant scapegoating and xenophobia has led to these two communities “being pitted against

each other” (The Immigrant Learning Center, 2020). Okonofua (2013) also explains this by

stating that “differences in ethnicity, language, nationalism, adaptation to life in the United

States, economic interests, and so on are increasingly manifesting and creating enmity and

competition instead of friendship and collaboration between both groups” (Okonofua, 2013, p.

2).

The extent to which this is applicable for East African groups in the Washington

Metropolitan Area is not well understood. A 2018 Brookings study by Jenny Schuetz confirmed

that metropolitan areas are still very racially segregated (Schuetz, 2018). In my case study,

Washington D.C., black residents dominate the eastern side of the district, as well as the suburbs

of Prince George’s County in Maryland (Schuetz, 2018). Interestingly, after conducting

observational research during my time in Washington D.C., I found that East Africans inhabited

these same neighborhoods, suggesting that African immigrants reside in the same places as the

city’s African American populations. In fact, even though interview respondents expressed their

awareness of the social and cultural distinctions between themselves and their African American

neighbors, all twenty-six respondents empathized with their struggle against persistent racial

discrimination. A first-generation Sudanese migrant (Interviewee #4) conveyed the following,
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after I questioned him on his experience as a black immigrant, and whether that held any

negative sentiments for him:

“If you are a stranger on the street looking at me… you will automatically think that is a
black man! Even if my roots are not American, the way I look still controls every aspect
of my life in this country. Do I believe there is a lot of racism against black people here?
[laughs] Of course! Who wouldn’t!? But at the end of the day, I am still from Africa and
my skin is still going to be black no matter where I am in the world… it is a part of who I
am.” (Interviewee #4, 2020)

There is a profound awareness in this quote that shows that the respondent acknowledges

all the weight that comes specifically with being a black immigrant. However, in his case, he did

not let it negatively impact him, but rather allowed him to showcase an acceptance of the

multiplicity of his identity.

Unlike other immigrant groups like Asians, East Africans face limitations in their

responses to the U.S. Census questionnaire. For example, while the U.S. census form has

developed a fairly nuanced set of selection categories for other racial and ethnic groups, Africans

are still largely limited to selecting ‘black/African American’, which is in essence a bureaucratic

erasure of their identity (Kebede, 2018). My interview data suggests that these African

immigrant groups do not necessarily integrate into the larger black communities in which they

live, largely because East Africans place a heavy emphasis on their distinct ethnicity,

distinguishing themselves culturally through their language, food, clothing, and customs. But, it

is important not to equate this emphasis on ethnic identity as an opposition or animosity towards

the wider African American community in the United States, as there was no evidence to suggest

this in my interview data.
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B. The Dichotomy of African and American - Identity Contestation

African immigrants are still widely referred to as African Americans, despite their

cultural and social distinctions from one another. Mazrui (2009) suggested it may be more

appropriate to refer to recent African immigrants instead as ‘American-Africans’, explaining that

this would distinguish them from ‘African Americans’ whose ancestry can be traced back to the

survivors of the slave trade and subsequent periods of racial segregation. Unlike African

Americans, American-African refers to those who are deeply conscious of their African heritage,

speak at least one African language, or are still in contact with family back home (Mazrui, 2009).

However, Kebede’s (2018) study of second-generation Africans in the United States rejects this

idea, explaining that it actually undermines African identity, because “at least culturally, [they]

are African first and American second” (Kebede, 2018, p. 9). For naturalized East Africans, this

happened to be the case, as the majority of naturalized first generation East Africans felt that

they were Somali or Ethiopian or Sudanese first and foremost, because ultimately that is where

they were born and where they grew up.

Kebede (2018) proposes a more nuanced explanation for why African immigrants might

resist fully identifying with African Americans. Kebede (2018) steps away from the

narrow-sighted explanation which claims that African immigrants preserve and prioritize their

ethnic identity before their racial identity in order to avoid the stigma that mainstream white

society has imposed on African Americans (Kebede, 2018; Okonofua, 2013). Instead, he

considers the group’s ongoing transnational connections to their home countries, a reality that

heavily shapes their sense of identity and self. Even though many East African immigrants are

naturalized Americans, they preserve a strong sense of national identity and belonging to the

home country. In fact, many first-generation interviewees described their hybrid identities as
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Americans and Africans as separate entities that were not hindered by one another, but rather

coexisted naturally. A first-generation Somali respondent expressed this sentiment befittingly

stating:

“I feel like I should not have to choose between all the different parts of what make me.
Yes... I am Somali, and yes… I am black, I am Muslim… and I am an American too! But
I can be all of these things, and still be an American. Of course I will never let go of my
origins but I am rightfully a citizen here… I waited the time I had to wait, and I went
through the entire citizenship process until I became a citizen. And wow! Let me tell
you… the day the immigration officer told me I was an American… [laughs] that was
one of my happiest moments!” (Interviewee #5, 2020).

Therefore, it is evident that Kebede’s (2018) first explanation for why African

immigrants reject homogenization with African Americans is quite applicable to the case of East

Africans. He also explains that technological advancements and social networks that facilitate

continuous communication with the home country allows these newer immigrant communities to

remain strongly connected to their roots (Kebede, 2018). This was also prevalent in my

interviews with East Africans, many of whom described their almost-daily interactions through

social media platforms like Facebook, WhatsApp and Instagram. This enabled them to keep up

with the daily lives of their family back home, while also sharing parts of their lives in the

United States. While the U.S. government’s policies and society’s attitudes towards different

ethnic and racial groups is not necessarily perfect, there is a degree of appreciation and tolerance

for multiculturalism and diversity that first-generation East Africans clearly utilize to their

advantage (Kebede, 2018). Instead of neglecting their ethnic identities to avoid or reject being

associated with the long history of stigma against African Americans, they embrace their identity

and are proud to contribute to the cultural landscape.

This thesis’ third hypothesis predicted that naturalized East African migrants would
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experience difficulties in their abilities to feel a full sense of belonging due to their racial

background in the context of the United States. The expectation was that they would feel a

contested identity between their ethnic and racial background. However, following the previous

discussion it is evident that this hypothesis can be rejected. The East African migrant community

showcases almost the complete opposite of these initial predictions, portraying an intriguing

coexistence of all the different facets of their identity. In fact, I would go as far as to argue that

feeling free to contribute to the diversity of the American cultural landscape has channeled

further belonging for naturalized East Africans, who seem to link their ethnic identity to a larger

sense of belonging to the state and their Americanness. However, the interviews conducted with

members of the second-generation actually revealed a slightly different pattern from the

first-generation.

C. Identity Contestation for the Second Generation

Generally speaking, the second generation of East Africans in the United States differs

significantly in terms of their socio-economic status and characteristics compared to the first

generation. Firstly, the second generation is far more likely to obtain a college degree and find

rewarding employment (Kebede, 2018). In some ways, this separates them from the negative and

unjustified stigmas often projected on black students by mainstream American society, which

assume that black students are less likely to complete a college education and find employment

(Kebede, 2018). Much ethnographic research has attributed these comparatively high levels of

educational attainment to the strong tendency of African immigrant parents to encourage

engagement with cultural heritage and language within the household and stress the importance

of education (Chacko, 2003a). While first generation parents do encourage the embracing of

American culture and values, their strong transnational ties to the home country and successful
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maintenance of the heritage they brought from their home country ultimately influences the

second generation, causing them to embrace this cultural heritage as well. In this context, there is

also a strong emphasis on the completion of education, as many East Africans migrate with their

families, who hoped to forge a better future for their families and often view education as the

pathway to that future.

This upbringing that so heavily emphasizes the importance of cultural roots and values

has strongly influenced the East African (or even African) second-generation. Yet, because this

upbringing takes place in the context of the United States, this group is also subject to the

pressures of being ‘African Americanized’ (Clark, 2008, p. 173). They have a deeper

understanding of both African American and African immigrant culture and experiences than

perhaps their parents did, which allows them to embrace different parts of their identity in

different ways (Clark, 2008; Kebede, 2018, Chacko, 2003a). For example, the Ethiopian

second-generation actively reinforces their Ethiopian culture, while embracing other facets of

their identity as Americans. Those who are in college will likely join clubs dedicated to their

countries and heritage of origin. A Somali interview respondent from the second-generation

shared her experience:

“College really cemented my ability to grapple between all the different parts of my
identity. Even though I had a strong Somali upbringing and took part in the culture, and
ate the food, and spoke the language… I never really felt like I embraced all of my
Somaliness. I went to a high school that was predominantly black and so I definitely had
a strong connection to my black identity, since I got to embrace this part of myself around
my friends and I would spend a lot of time with them. But when I came to college, this
was totally different because the computer science major is mostly made up of white
students, and so I wasn’t around many other black people. So when I started SSA (Somali
Students Association) with my friend, I finally had the opportunity to connect with my
roots and share my culture with others… and that definitely helped in strengthening my
Somali identity. Throughout my life, I feel like I’ve always sort of picked and choosed
between the different parts of my identity but it wasn’t until after college that I felt like I
could be all of these different parts at once.” (Interviewee #10, 2020)
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Sharing this quote felt appropriate, as it showcases the different dynamics that the

second-generation goes through in the process of discovering and forging their identity. On the

one hand, these East African communities are aware of their origins, but they are much more

integrated into American society and culture as a whole than their parents are. This poses a new

set of issues and challenges for them. From the interview data, there is no doubt that the second

generation does experience feelings of belonging to the state and their transnational communities

at the same time. However, my findings have shown that they are far more likely to experience

issues of contested identity in comparison to the first-generation, perhaps because the strength of

their connection to the home country is not as strong as their parents. Most second-generation

East Africans have never even visited their family’s country of origin and are essentially only

exposed to it through their immediate family and transnational and ethnic communities in the

United States.

II. Shifting Immigration Policy

A. Belonging Under the Trump Administration

The literature concerned with how immigration policy affects immigrant belonging is

important because it presents a very evident relationship between the restrictiveness of

immigration policies, and how this influences the sentiments that immigrants experience towards

the state. Firstly, the common trend in the literature explains that increased restrictions and

exclusionary policies are likely to hinder an immigrant’s ability to forge a strong sense of

belonging to the state (Chacon, 2018; Kymlicka, 2003; Bloemraad and De Graauw, 2012;

Mollenkopf and Hochschild, 2010). There is also evidence to suggest that if immigration
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policies and the level of restrictions are in flux, the level of uncertainty for immigrants increases

and shapes their relationship to the state in fundamental ways.

One such moment of significant flux happened on January 27 in 2017. Former President

Donald Trump signed Executive Order 13769 to enact a travel ban for 90 days on nationals from

seven Muslim-majority countries - Iran, Iraq, Libya, Somalia, Sudan, Syria and Yemen. The

executive order went into effect the following day, and included the indefinite suspension of

entry of Syrian refugees into the United States, as well as the prohibition of other refugees from

entering for 120 days (ACLU, 2020). The original order not only affected foreign visitors, but

also applied to permanent residents, until this was overridden by Homeland security secretary

John Kelly who issued a waiver to exempt permanent residents from the ban (The Guardian,

2017). Initially, critics classified the order as the “Muslim ban” as it affected predominantly

Muslim countries, a feature originally justified as a security measure (Voice of America News,

2021). While former President Trump urged that enacting the order was a necessity to protect

national security and combat terrorism, critics were hasty in considering the policy un-American,

and explained that the ban would not prevent crimes and wrongdoings that may occur at the

hands of American-born attackers (BBC, 2017). Interestingly, Materson and Yasenov’s (2018)

findings show little to no evidence of decreased refugee admission affecting crime rates in the

United States (Materson and Yasenov, 2018).

News of the travel ban came very abruptly, leaving travelers stranded in airports and

families separated without much warning (Voice of America News, 2021). The ban also saw

dozens of lawsuits immediately following the announcement at the state and federal level, as

well as lawyers from organizations like ACLU-WA and the NW immigrant Rights Project

rushing to airports to assist immigrants arriving on the incoming flights (Deutsche Welle, 2018;
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ACLU, 2020). Two days later, a federal judge in New York issued a temporary injunction in

response to the American Civil Liberties Union’s request, which blocked the deportation of

individuals stranded in airports across the state (ACLU, 2020).

As a result of these legal challenges, on March 6, 2017, former President Trump signed a

revised, and according to him, “watered down, politically correct version” (Deutsche Welle,

2018) of the original travel ban, otherwise called Executive Order 13780. The revised ban

permitted permanent residents and those who already had visas to travel back-and-forth,

exempting them from the ban (Deutsche Welle 2018; ACLU, 2020). Additionally, Iraq was also

removed from the original list of banned countries. Even with the revised ban in effect, legal

challenges continued to surface, like on March 15 when a federal judge in Hawaii blocked the

ban before it took effect (Deutsche Welle, 2018). The Trump administration filed an appeal, and

on June 26, 2017 the US Supreme Court partially lifted restrictions on the ban, allowing the

government to pursue a limited segment of the ban (ACLU, 2020). Through the Supreme Court’s

jurisdiction, the government was blocked from implementing the 90-day ban on individuals with

a “credible claim of a bona fide relationship” (BBC, 2017) with someone residing in the United

States, and ended the 120-day ban on refugees with similar relations.

In September 2017, the Trump administration responded to the continued backlash

concerning religious discrimination against Muslims by having President Trump sign a third

version of the ban (ACLU, 2020). The order still targeted Muslim-majority countries, but now

included non-Muslim majority countries like Venezuela and North Korea (Deutsche Welle,

2018). By December 2017, the Supreme Court ended up temporarily granting the Trump

administration temporary permission for the latest version of the ban to take full effect, although

the Ninth Circuit, one of the federal appeals courts, sustained their block on the ban (ACLU,
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2020). On June 26, 2018, the Supreme Court upheld President Trump’s third version of the

executive order in a 5-4 ruling. Chief Justice John Roberts clarified that this ruling was

“expressly premised on legitimate purposes: preventing entry of nationals who cannot be

adequately vetted and inducing other nations to improve their practices” (CNBC, 2018). This

decision sparked further controversy, as well as protests outside the U.S. Supreme Court in

Washington D.C..

There is little doubt that Trump’s exclusionary policy impacted the way Muslims, and

specifically members of the banned countries, perceived themselves within the United States.

Although current President Joe Biden has revoked the order under his administration, the effects

of this initial “Muslim ban” appear to be lingering according to my interview respondents.

Fundamentally, Trump’s tenure in office caused many immigrants across the country to question

their belonging to the state, and East Africans are no exception. Respondents from Somalia and

Sudan were most vocal about their active resentment towards the Trump administration, and

Ethiopians also shared this anger with their other East African counterparts. Some respondents

shared that they were directly impacted by the travel ban, as Sudanese Interviewee #12

expressed:

“We are actually one of the families affected by that… because, my brother has… he got
married in 2016, and he hasn’t been able to bring his wife to America… and now she is
pregnant. So we are very affected by that law and we think it’s unfair because the people
in Sudan do need a chance. It’s not like they’re living in a… healthy, you know,
environment. You know… they’re struggling. So they do need to get that chance to come
here and start their life. Especially for those who are living here and trying to get their
family members here… they deserve a chance to be with their families. So yeah, we are
affected and obviously I don’t support that at all.” (Interviewee #12, 2020)
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In a follow-up question, it was also clear that this affected the way she viewed her own

position in the United States:

“It, you know… makes me upset because we are just as American as any other American.
This ban is racist… and you know… it makes me upset also because this is not what it
means to be an American. I am lucky to have my family here, and to be blessed with
everything that I got in this country… but right now I feel ashamed… and I feel
uncertain. I am uncertain because with a racist leader, there are racist followers… and
those followers will see me as Sudanese or black before they see me as American.”
(Interviewee #12, 2020)

The general consensus amongst East African interview respondents was an overt

condemnation of the decisions made by the Trump administration and the air of unease that the

ban created surrounding their place as Americans. The respondents also expressed a feeling of

hope that former President Trump is an “anomaly” and “did not represent true American values”

(Interviewee #16, 2020).

B. Impact of #BlackLivesMatter Movement on a Black Migrant Group

Following the murder of George Floyd on May 25, 2020 in Minneapolis, Minnesota by

police officer Derek Chauvin, protests erupted across the United States and other countries like

France, the United Kingdom, Nigeria and so on (Nair, 2020). Because many individuals were at

home in self-quarantine to avoid the spread of the COVID-19 virus, they were consuming all of

the media showcasing the protests and educating themselves on the #BlackLivesMatter

movement which started in 2013, after the fatal shooting of Trayvon Martin (Wortham, 2020).

As a black migrant group, my East African interview respondents were profoundly impacted by
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the events and the display of blatant racism against African Americans, which also shifted their

perspectives on how they viewed the state. Second-generation East African respondents were

visibly more outraged than the first-generation, largely because they identified more closely with

African Americans than their parents did. It is worth noting that most of my interviews took

place during the summer of 2020 as the chaos that was unfolding, and the protests in Washington

D.C. were right in their backyard. All respondents expressed their anger towards the situation,

some of whom feared for their safety and that of their family. It is interesting to juxtapose the

first- and second-generation East Africans and their perception of the events. While

first-generation respondents expressed dismay at what was happening, it was not the same degree

of frustration that the second-generation exhibited. A couple of second-generation East Africans,

one Ethiopian and another Somali, had even participated in the protests themselves, feeling it

was a “moral obligation and duty” (Interviewee #10, 2020; Interviewee #7, 2020).
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Conclusion
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Through the case of East African migrants in the Washington Metropolitan Area, this thesis has

been able to explore the dyad between citizenship in the United States and feelings of belonging.

An important facet of this assessment has been the disaggregation of integration in order to

thoroughly examine how component parts of integration interact, with citizenship being the legal

dimension of integration and belonging being a social dimension of integration. By

disaggregating these variables, this thesis has been able to study the migrant perspective in the

relationship, while still maintaining a conversation surrounding the state’s role in that process.

East Africans in the Washington Metropolitan Area present a unique case for studying how the

link between citizenship and belonging plays out in a demographic of heavily transnational

migrants; this is a group that has forged a sense of belonging to the United States all the while

maintaining a strong connection to the home country.

The main finding of this thesis is that sitting in between citizenship and belonging, there

is a clear intermediary variable: the transnational communities (and ethnic organizations). The

transnational community and its organizations actually determines the direction and strength of

migrant belonging, both to the ethnic community itself and to the American state. Because this

thesis has approached belonging from a lens which looks at its different dimensions (i.e.

belonging to the nation, belonging to the larger African community, or individual ethnic group,

etc.) it is important to also understand that when studying the factors that shape of migrant

belonging, transnational communities play a critically important role. While this thesis studies

three distinct groups - Ethiopians, Somalis, and Sudanese migrants - there is a clear indication

that although each group maintains a separate ethnic community, migrants often cross ethnic

boundaries, interact in ethnic spaces or frequent ethnic businesses from other communities in the

process of transnational engagement. This overlapping, intermingling, and formation of a larger
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“East African” transnational community can also be attributed to the fact that for some of these

groups, like Sudanese migrants, there is a much smaller population and therefore less developed

transnational community. Conversely, the Ethiopian population is much larger and boasts a much

more extensive network of transnational community organizations. Another reason for the shared

community between these three groups might be attributed to their cultural and regional

similarities, shared values, and customs, which attract them to one another. Looking only at these

three nationality groups limits our ability to generalize more broadly about the African migrant

experience. Nonetheless, capturing the sentiments and experiences of Ethiopians, Sudanese and

Somali migrants in the U.S. has still provided novel insights into understanding the manner in

which East Africans grapple with their identity and belonging.

So how exactly does the intermediary variable of ‘transnational community’ work in this

context? For East Africans in this study, their sense of belonging starts at the community level,

where they express strong community belonging by virtue of their membership and participation

in ethnic organizations, networks, and enclaves. By finding strong community belonging on the

basis of their regional or ethnic identity, many East Africans acquire the skills and confidence to

then engage and interact with the larger American community. One way that ethnic organizations

and transnational communities do this is by assisting East Africans with their initial settlement in

the metropolitan area. For example, they have helped to provide employment opportunities to

this group, language education, help navigating the American immigration bureaucracy, and

support networks. These valuable skills and resources then allowed the East African migrants to

create networks with other Americans, expanding opportunities for employment or social

mobility. Transnational literature has oftentimes made the assumption that staying in the ethnic

enclave, and maintaining strong ties to the home country prevents migrants from achieving full
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integration in their host nation. However, this is far from the case for East Africans, who instead

seem to leverage their ethnic communities to acquire skills, reassurance, and confidence to settle

into America. In other words, belonging to the ethnic community was a gateway to belonging in

the United States. All of the first-generation respondents also shared that naturalizing did

ultimately lead to them feeling like they belonged in the United States. Since they had the same

rights and legal duties as any other American, naturalizing essentially helped them feel secure

about their position and status within the United States, while transnational communities allowed

them the space to forge a sense of belonging to the wider society.

Of course, not every member of the East African community relies on their ethnic

enclave extensively, and there were some in my dataset who did not tap into their transnational

community and ethnic organizations. These interview respondents did indicate struggling with

feelings of belonging upon arriving in the United States, but eventually found their footing

through other mechanisms like intermarriage with other Americans, or earlier exposure to

American society through education or their work places.

There were two additional features of the American context (in addition to the citizenship

regime) that affected the dynamics of belonging for East African migrants in my sample. Firstly,

there is the continually shifting dynamics of restrictive immigration policies. With former

President Trump’s overt demonization of minorities and immigrants throughout his tenure in

office, the current political climate of the United States has left these individuals feeling

vulnerable to threats from other Americans who encourage these narratives. Secondly,

pre-existing race relations in the United States has influenced this group in the sense that they

must decide how they will engage or disengage their own identity as black migrants from the

history and legacy of America’s African American community.
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Ultimately, this thesis has attempted to follow the lead of scholars like Yuval-Davis

(2011), who approach belonging as a multi-dimensional and dynamic process. Whether

belonging is contested or concrete, it is constantly being reconstructed by the circumstances. The

case of East Africans in the Washington Metropolitan Area provides a perfect example of the

dynamic nature of belonging. Moving forward, future research should expand the scope of study

beyond the Washington D.C. area to better understand whether these dynamics are similar for

East Africans (or African migrants overall) across different regions and cities. The research here

provides a glimpse into the formation of belonging in a very understudied American immigrant

demographic, so the findings here are just the tip of the iceberg. Another possible avenue for

future research would be a more in-depth and systematic analysis of the second generation.

While the second-generation were underrepresented in the dataset for this project, the

preliminary interview data does reveal that there are significant differences between how notions

of belonging are forged between the first- and second-generation. In this case the

second-generation’s identity and belonging are impacted more concretely by broader racial

dynamics in the American context.
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Interview Appendix
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Interviewee Interview Date Country of
Origin

Age Occupation/Work
Sector

Migrant
Classification

Interviewee 1 Feb 13, 2020 Sudan 37 Healthcare worker Naturalized First
Generation

Interviewee 2 Feb 13, 2020 Sudan 33 Healthcare worker Naturalized First
Generation

Interviewee 3 Feb 13, 2020 Sudan 35 Administrative assistant Naturalized First
Generation

Interviewee 4 Feb 13, 2020 Sudan 56 Auditor Naturalized First
Generation

Interviewee 5 Feb 20, 2020 Somalia 51 Doctor Naturalized First
Generation

Interviewee 6 June 28, 2020 Ethiopia 40 Did not disclose Naturalized First
Generation

Interviewee 7 June 30, 2020 Ethiopia 22 Student Second
Generation U.S.
Citizen

Interviewee 8 June 30, 2020 Somalia 58 Professor Naturalized First
Generation

Interviewee 9 July 2, 2020 Sudan 21 Student Second
Generation U.S.
Citizen

Interviewee 10 July 2, 2020 Somalia 21 Student Second
Generation U.S.
Citizen

Interviewee 11 July 3, 2020 Somalia 42 Entrepreneur Naturalized First
Generation

Interviewee 12 July 5, 2020 Sudan 36 Counselor Naturalized First
Generation

Interviewee 13 July 6, 2020 Sudan 22 Student Second
Generation U.S.
Citizen

Interviewee 14 July 8, 2020 Somalia 62 Retired, SACA founder Naturalized First
Generation

Interviewee 15 July 9, 2020 Ethiopia 51 Administrative assistant Naturalized First
Generation

Interviewee 16 July 9, 2020 Ethiopia 25 Finance Naturalized First
Generation

Interviewee 17 July 11, 2020 Somalia 22 Recent undergraduate
student

Second
Generation U.S.
Citizen
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Interviewee 18 July 12, 2020 Somalia 26 Policy researcher Second
Generation U.S.
Citizen

Interviewee 19 July 12, 2020 Sudan 21 Student Second
Generation U.S.
Citizen

Interviewee 20 July 17, 2020 Sudan 44 Airport
security/part-time taxi
driver

Naturalized First
Generation

Interviewee 21 July 22, 2020 Ethiopia 63 Retired, formerly in
finance

Naturalized First
Generation

Interviewee 22 July 23, 2020 Sudan 35 Entrepreneur Naturalized First
Generation

Interviewee 23 July 29, 2020 Ethiopia 27 Travel agent Second
Generation U.S.
Citizen

Interviewee 24 August 9, 2020 Sudan 41 Teacher Naturalized First
Generation

Interviewee 25 November 19,
2020

Somalia 56 Policy development Naturalized First
Generation

Interviewee 26 December 20,
2020

Ethiopia 37 Unemployed Naturalized First
Generation
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